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description

fake fur Royal Rex rabbit

19727 cushion; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/grey; 45x45 cm

19728 cushion; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/beige; 45x45 cm

19584 cushion; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; anthracite; 45x45 cm

19582 cushion; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; silver/ grey; 45x45 cm

19583 cushion; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; brown; 45x45 cm

17396 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/grey; 130x170 cm
19725 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/grey; 150x200 cm
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17395 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/beige; 130x170 cm
19726 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; ecru/beige; 150x200 cm

19335 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; anthracite; 130x170 cm
19334 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; anthracite; 150x200 cm

19062 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; silver/grey; 130x170 cm
19298 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; silver/grey; 150x200 cm

19295 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; brown; 130x170 cm
19297 plaid; Royal Rex rabbit Optic; uni; brown; 150x200 cm

fake fur rabbit

19830 heart; rabbit-optics; light grey; -

19831 heart; rabbit-optics; taupe; -
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19834 pom pom; rabbit-optics; light grey; -

19835 pom pom; rabbit-optics; taupe; -

19763 cushion; rabbit-optics; ecru; 50x50 cm
19764 cushion; rabbit-optics; ecru; 50x30 cm

18796 cushion; rabbit-optics; plain; grey mel.; 40x40 cm
19867 cushion; rabbit-optics; grey mel.; 50x50 cm
19927 cushion; rabbit-optics; grey mel.; 60x60 cm

19853 cushion; rabbit-optics; light grey; 40x40 cm
19757 cushion; rabbit-optics; light grey; 50x50 cm
19758 cushion; rabbit-optics; light grey; 50x30 cm
19891 cushion; rabbit-optics; light grey; 60x40 cm

20032 cushion; rabbit-optics; blue-grey; 50x30cm
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19760 cushion; rabbit-optics; dark brown; 50x50 cm
19761 cushion; rabbit-optics; dark brown; 50x30 cm

19756 cushion; rabbit-optics; nougat; 50x50 cm
19755 cushion; rabbit-optics; nougat; 50x30 cm

19892 cushion; rabbit-optics; graphite; 60x40cm

19917 cushion; rabbit-optics; taupe; 40x40 cm
19771 cushion; rabbit-optics; taupe; 50x50 cm
20069 cushion; rabbit-optics; taupe; 35x20cm
19815 cushion; rabbit-optics; taupe; 60x40cm
19772 cushion; rabbit-optics; taupe; 50x30 cm

20033 cushion; rabbit-optics; military; 50x30cm

20031 cushion; rabbit-optics; light pink; 50x30cm
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19805 plaid;rabbit-optics; ecru; 140x180 cm

19762 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; ecru; 140x200 cm

18708 plaid;rabbit-optics; plain; grey mel.; 140x180cm

19857 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; grey mel.; 140x200 cm

19822 plaid;rabbit-optics; light grey; 140x180cm

19720 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; light grey; 140x200 cm

19759 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; dark brown; 140x200 cm
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19722 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; nougat; 140x200 cm

19866 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; graphite; 140x200 cm
19929 plaid;rabbit-optics; graphite; 140x180cm

19821 plaid;rabbit-optics; taupe; 140x180cm

19721 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; taupe; 140x200 cm

18941 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; plain; grey mel.; 1,85 l

19817 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; light grey; 1,85 l
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19858 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; dark brown; 1,85 l

19860 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; nougat; 1,85 l

19859 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; graphite; 1,85 l

19816 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; taupe; 1,85 l

19819 cosmetics bag; rabbit-optics; light grey; 19x14cm

19818 cosmetics bag; rabbit-optics; taupe; 19x14 cm

19824 little bag; rabbit-optics; light grey; 21x12 cm
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19826 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit-optics; light grey; -

19825 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit-optics; taupe; -

19827 bag small; rabbit-optics; light grey; 13x22 cm

19828 bag small; rabbit-optics; taupe; 13x22 cm

19829 bag small; rabbit-optics; light grey; 45x40 cm

fake fur rabbit

19547 cushion; rabbit-optics; patterned; grey mel.; 50x50 cm
19752 cushion; rabbit-optics; patterned; grey mel.; 50x30 cm
19962 cushion; rabbit-optics; patterned; grey mel.; 60x40cm
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19546 cushion; rabbit-optics; patterned; beige mel.; 50x50 cm
19751 cushion; rabbit-optics; patterned; beige mel.; 50x30 cm

19542 plaid;rabbit-optics; patterned; grey mel.; 140x180 cm
19754 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; patterned; grey mel.; 140x200 cm

19543 plaid;rabbit-optics; patterned; beige mel.; 140x180 cm
19753 plaid;rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; patterned; beige mel.; 140x200 cm

19544 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; patterned; grey mel.; 1,85 l

19545 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; patterned; beige mel.; 1,85 l

fake fur rabbit

16670 cherry stone cushion; rabbit-optics; shorted; white; 20x20 cm
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19236 plaid;rabbit-optics; shorted; ecru; 150x200 cm
17037 plaid; rabbit-optics/double; shorted; ecru; 145x180 cm

16570 hot water bottle; rabbit-optics; shorted; white; 1,85 l

fake fur rabbit

19304 cushion; rabbit Optic; uni; white; 45x45cm

19301 cushion; rabbit Optic; uni; light grey; 45x45 cm

19576 cushion; rabbit Optic; uni; light beige; 45x45 cm

19303 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; white; 150x200 cm
19302 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; white; 130x170 cm
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19296 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; light grey; 150x200 cm
19061 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; light grey; 130x170 cm

19577 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; beige; 150x200 cm
19578 plaid; rabbit Optic; uni; beige; 130x170 cm

fake fur rabbit

20035 plaid;rabbit-optics border/wool; taupe; 140x150cm

fake fur Rex rabbit

19947 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 40x40 cm
19769 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 50x50 cm
19770 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 50x30 cm
19903 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 60x40 cm

19766 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/beige; 50x50 cm
19767 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/beige; 50x30 cm
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17409 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; grey/camel; 50x50 cm
19908 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; grey/camel; 40x40 cm
19893 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; grey/camel; 60x40 cm

19863 cushion; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/brown-ecru; 50x50 cm

19768 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; champagner; 140x200 cm
19837 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 140x180 cm

19765 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; figured; snowtop/beige; 140x200 cm
19836 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/beige; 140x180 cm

19861 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; figured; grey/camel; 140x200 cm

19862 plaid; rex-rabbit-optics/back wool/cashmere; figured; snowtop/brown-ecru;
140x200 cm
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19865 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; champagner; 1,85 l

17410 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; uni; ecru; 1,85 l

17412 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/beige; 1,85 l

17415 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; grey/camel; 1,85 l

19864 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; snowtop/brown-ecru; 1,85 l

17413 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; beige/ecru; 1,85 l

17414 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit-optics; figured; nougat; 1,85 l
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fake fur Rex rabbit

19065 plaid; Rex rabbit Optic fantasy; uni; beige; 130x170 cm

fake fur Polar

19050 plaid; polar-optic -Checkered Blanket; uni; ecru; 130x180 cm
19094 plaid; polar-optic; uni; ecru; 130x180 cm

fake fur Polar

19047 hot water bottle;polar-optics; fantasy; ecru; 1,85 l

19046 hot water bottle;polar-optics; fantasy; grey mel.; 1,85 l

fake fur mink

19832 heart; mink; uni; grey; -
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19833 pom pom; mink; uni; grey; -

10081 cushion; mink; uni; dark grey; 40x40 cm
11533 cushion; mink; uni; dark grey; 50x50 cm
16653 cushion; mink; uni; dark grey; 50x30cm

19823 plaid; mink/back wool/cashmere; uni; grey; 140x180 cm

10095 hot water bottle; mink; uni; champagne; 1,85 l

10097 hot water bottle; mink; uni; grey; 1,8 l

10142 cosmetics bag; mink; uni; grey; 19x14 cm
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fake fur hamster

18380 cushion; hamster; figured; beige; 45x45 cm

10165 plaid; hamster; figured; grey; 140x180 cm

15496 plaid; hamster; figured; beige/brown; 150x200 cm

fake fur lamb

16474 plaid; lamb; uni; beige; 140x180 cm

fake fur Chili

19604 cushion; chili; patterned; grey-dark grey; 50x50 cm
19915 cushion; chili; patterned; grey-dark grey; 50x30 cm
19916 cushion; chili; patterned; grey-dark grey; 40x40cm
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19946 cushion; chili; patterned; beige mel.-brown; 40x40 cm
19605 cushion; chili; patterned; beige mel.-brown; 50x50 cm

19549 plaid; chili; patterned; grey-dark grey; 140x180 cm

19548 plaid; chili; patterned; beige mel.-brown; 140x180 cm

19602 hot water-bottle; patterned; grey-dark grey; 1,85 l

19603 hot water-bottle; patterned; beige mel.-brown; 1,85 l

19820 cosmetics bag; patterned; grey-dark grey; 19x14cm
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fake fur fox

20056 plaid; fox; figured; ecrumel.; 140x200 cm

20058 plaid; fox; figured; grey mel.; 140x200 cm

20059 plaid; fox; figured; beige mel.; 140x200 cm

20057 plaid; fox; figured; dark brown mel.; 140x200 cm

20060 plaid; fox; figured; dark cognac mel.; 140x200 cm

fake fur bear

20055 plaid; bear; figured; grey mel.; 140x200 cm
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17420 plaid; bear; figured; camel mel.; 140x200 cm

real fur Magellan fox
A cushion out of Magellan fox fur – an ideal companion for your cosy niche. Thick
silky soft fur with a somewhat woolly character is the characteristic feature of this
fur. Either as an elegant decorative object or a cuddly cushion, this cushion is a
unique eye-catcher in every establishment. It radiates natural elegance and quality.
It is available as full fur cushion or with a backing of finest cashmere wool, in each
case in natural beige.

18572 cushion; magellan fox fur; nature beige /back cashmere/wool; 50x50 cm
18573 cushion; magellan fox fur; nature; beige; 50x50 cm

The Magellan fox fur blanket/throw is soft and cuddly and wonderfully warming.
The light fur invites you to rest and can be draped decoratively due to its beautiful
and mysterious splendour in both the living room and bedroom. Together with the
matching cushion results in a brilliant combination. The blanket/ throw is
manufactured in Germany. They are in natural beige measuring 130 x 180 cm / 140
x 200 cm. Special sizes on request.

17031 plaid; fox magellan; nature; beige; 130x180 cm

real fur cross fox

18027 plaid; cross fox fur sides; nature; beige/brown;130x180cm

real fur redfox Mongolian
The shimmering red fox fur cushion is an enviably eye-catcher, which makes all the
other cushions pale beside it. The cushion turns every sofa or bed into a highlight
in your home. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without
a filling. Cushions in the size 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of duck and
goose-feathers.

19116 cushion; Redfox mongol.; natur; gold brown; 50x50 cm
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Fluffy soft luxury – the fox fur blanket / throw out of the thick, soft fur of the
Mongolian Red Fox is an exclusive eye-catcher for your living room and bedroom.
The natural shimmer of the blanket / throw is a wonderful light gold-brown and
brings luxury into every room. The fur is soft and wonderfully warm. This fantastic
interior accessory can be bought in sizes 140 x 200 or special sizes. The blanket is
manufactured in Germany.

18910 plaid; Redfox Mongolian; natur; gold brown; 140x200 cm

real fur Racoon

16808 plaid; raccoon; nature; brown nature; 130x185 cm

real fur Racoon

14758 plaid; raccoon; knitted; red brown nature; 130x170cm

real fur blue fox dewlap

15970 plaid; blue fox-dewlap; knitted; black; 130x170 cm

14749 plaid; bluefox-dewlap; knitted; brown melange; 130x170 cm

14750 plaid; blue fox-dewlap; knitted; caramel melange; 130x170 cm
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19704 plaid; blue fox-dewlap; knitted; sand; 130x170 cm

19538 plaid; blue fox-dewlap; knitted; graphite; 130x170 cm
15971 plaid; bluefox-dewlap; knitted; chocolate; 130x170 cm

19362 plaid; blue fox-dewlap; knitted; chestnut; 130x170 cm

real fur lamb Kalgan

13564 plaid; lamb fur; knitted Kalgan; ecru; 130x170cm

20016 plaid; lamb fur; knitted Kalgan; lagon; 130x170cm

real fur rabbit
The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12602 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; white; S
13578 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; white; M
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13940 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; white; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

13011 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; S
13012 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; M
13013 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

15362 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; S
15363 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; M
15364 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12752 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; S
12753 slipper; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; M
12754 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; L
19894 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; XL

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

13058 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; S
13059 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; M
13060 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

10295 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey; S
10297 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey; M
10299 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; grey; L
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The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

18919 slipper; rabbit fur; nature Feh; uni light-grey; S
18918 slipper; rabbit fur; nature Feh; uni light-grey; M
18975 slipper; rabbit fur; nature Feh; uni light-grey; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

18957 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; beige/silver ; S
18958 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; beige/silver ; M
18959 slippers; rabbit fur; natur; beige/silver ; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

10300 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; brown; S
10302 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; brown; M
10304 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; brown; L

The fluffy slippers with a horsehair felt sole are the perfect companion for cold
autumn and winter days. The rabbit fur slippers are warm even on cool stone- and
tiled floors, giving your feet a soft and pleasant feeling. The fur comes from rabbits
bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production. The slippers are available
in sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12746 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; S
12747 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; M
12748 slippers; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; L

These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14583 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; white; 37
14584 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; white; 38
14156 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; white; 39
14585 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; white; 40
14586 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; white; 41
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These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

12961 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; grey; 37
12962 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; grey; 38
12963 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; grey; 39
12964 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; grey; 40
14639 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; grey; 41

These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

19895 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 37
19896 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 38
19897 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 39
19898 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 40

These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

12653 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown; 37
12742 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown; 38
12749 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown; 39
12931 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown; 40
14587 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown; 41

These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

19426 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown caramel; 38
19427 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; brown caramel; 39

These high quality finished open slippers made of rabbit fur with a leather sole are
the ideal footwear for cool summer nights. They not only have a very elegant
appearance, but they are also a glamorous eye-catcher on every foot. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.

19153 slippers open; rabbit fur; nature; tobacco; 39
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The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

14282 heart; rabbit fur; nature; white; 14522 heart; rabbit fur; nature; white; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

13497 heart; rabbit fur; nature; lux; with Perls
19108 heart; rabbit fur; nature; lux; without Perls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

18076 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black; 19329 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16101 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; 19440 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

17118 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/silver; without pearls
17136 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/silver; -

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

14792 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 16135 heart; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; without pearls
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The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16102 heart; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 16203 heart; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16103 heart; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; with pearls
17154 heart; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16104 heart; rabbit fur; nature; light silver; with pearls
17289 heart; rabbit fur; nature; light silver; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

12979 heart; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 14523 heart; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16105 heart; rabbit fur; nature; feh uni light grey; with pearls
16640 heart; rabbit fur; nature; feh uni light grey; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16106 heart; rabbit fur; nature; caramel-silver; 17616 heart; rabbit fur; nature; caramel-silver; without pearls
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The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

18265 heart; rabbit fur; nature; beige/silver; without pearls
19109 heart; rabbit fur; nature; beige/silver;

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

13082 heart; rabbit fur; nature; brown nature; 14656 heart; rabbit fur; nature; brown nature; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

16107 heart; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; 17120 heart; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

18135 heart; rabbit fur; nature; tobacco; 18694 heart; rabbit fur; nature; tobacco; without pearls

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

18071 heart; rabbit fur; nature; tobacco-silver; -

The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

17695 heart; rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 19436 heart; rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; without pearls
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The heart-shaped rabbit fur charm is both with or without the Swarovski pearl
pendants an enchanting accessory for every handbag or key ring and moreover a
fashionable highlight. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production.

17113 heart; rabbit fur; nature; nougat; without pearls
17611 heart; rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 12985 muff; rabbit fur; natur; weiss; 16131 muff; rabbit fur; natur; uni grey; -

13346 muff; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; -

13111 muff; rabbit fur; nature; brown nature; 17648 muff; rabbit fur; natur; caramel; -

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

16706 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white; 60x60 cm
17564 cushion; rabbit fur nature/back wool cashmere; nature; white; 60x40 cm
13580 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white; 40x40 cm
16004 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; white; 40x40 cm
13579 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white; 50x50 cm
16003 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; white; 50x50 cm
14281 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; nature; white; 35x20 cm
14283 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white; 50x30 cm
18138 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; white; 50x30 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
19793 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white-beige; 60x40 cm
19874 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; white-beige; 60x40 cm
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19622 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white-beige; 40x40 cm
19623 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool/cashmere; nature; white-beige; 40x40 cm
19624 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool/cashmere; nature; white-beige; 50x50 cm
19625 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; white-beige; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

19444 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; lux; 60x60 cm
13492 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; lux; 40x40 cm
13496 cushion; rabbit; nature; lux; 40x40cm
13493 cushion; rabbit; nature; lux; 50x50 cm
14507 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; lux; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

14849 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; Stardust; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

12939 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; 40x40 cm
12941 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; 50x50 cm
14722 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; black/ecru; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

17093 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 60x60 cm
17278 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; black/brown; 60x60 cm
18697 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; black/brown; 60x40 cm
14795 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 40x40 cm
14797 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; black/brown; 40x40 cm
14793 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 50x50 cm
14796 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; black/brown; 50x50 cm
14794 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; black/brown; 50x30 cm
14798 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 50x30 cm
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The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

12784 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 40x40 cm
15549 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; uni grey; 40x40 cm
12785 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 50x50 cm
14514 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; uni grey; 50x50 cm
14562 cushion; rabbit; uni grey; 50x30 cm
16059 cushion; rabbit; back side cash/wool; nature; uni grey; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

15553 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; grey/ecru; 50x30 cm
18136 cushion; rabbit fur nature/back wool cashmere; nature; grey-ecru; 60x40 cm
19125 cushion; rabbit fur nature/back wool cashmere; nature; grey-ecru;60x60 cm
12943 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 40x40 cm
15546 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; grey/ecru; 40x40 cm
12944 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 50x50 cm
14516 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; grey/ecru; 50x50 cm
15559 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

14070 cushion; rabbit; nature; light silver ; 40x40cm
14069 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; silver; 50x50 cm
14515 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; light silver; 50x50 cm
16644 cushion; rabbit; nature; medium silver; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

19324 cushion; rabbit fur/back cashmere/wool; nature medium silver ; 60x40 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

17354 cushion; rabbit fur nature/back wool cashmere; nature; grey nature; 60x40 cm
19852 cushion; rabbit fur nature; nature; grey nature; 60x40 cm
17130 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 60x60 cm
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19945 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 60x60 cm
11163 cushion; rabbit; nature; grey nature; 40x40cm
14506 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; grey nature; 40x40cm
11165 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 50x50 cm
14505 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; grey nature; 50x50 cm
11593 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; natur; grey/nature; 35x20 cm
11605 neck-cushion; rabbit fur/back cashm/wool; nature; nature grey, 35x20cm
14284 cushion; rabbit; nature; grey nature; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

18638 cushion; rabbit fur/back cashmere/wool; nature Feh; uni light-grey; 60x40 cm
15547 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature Feh; uni light-grey; 40x40 cm
19181 cushion; rabbit; nature Feh; light grey ; 40x40cm
15548 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature Feh; uni light-grey; 50x50 cm
17095 cushion; rabbit; nature; feh uni; 50x50 cm
16025 cushion; rabbit; nature; feh uni; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

19004 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; marten light grey; 50x30 cm
19429 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; marten light-grey; 50x30 cm
19868 cushion; rabbit fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; light grey; 60x40 cm
19378 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; marten light-grey; 40x40 cm
17059 cushion; color-rabbit fur; nature; marten light grey; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

17776 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; beige/silver; 60x40 cm
18080 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; beige/silver; 50x30 cm
18137 cushion; rabbit; nature; beige-silver; 60x40cm
18073 cushion; rabbit; nature; beige-silver; 40x40cm
18964 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; beige/silver; 40x40 cm
18081 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; beige-silver; 50x50 cm
18393 cushion; rabbit; nature; beige-silver; 50x50cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

17353 cushion; rabbit fur nature/back wool cashmere; nature; brown nature; 60x40 cm
18079 cushion; rabbit; nature; brown nature; 60x40 cm
13441 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool; nature brown; 50x50 cm
14020 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 60x60 cm
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11164 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 40x40 cm
13439 cushion; rabbit fur; nature back wool; nature brown; 40x40 cm
11166 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 50x50 cm
13440 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool; nature brown; 50x50 cm
11604 neck-cushion, rabbit fur/back Cashm/Wool; nature; nature brown; 35x20cm
11833 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; nature; brown nature; 35x20cm
14285 cushion; rabbit; nature; brown nature; 50x30 cm
18224 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/back wool; nature brown; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

12750 cushion; rabbit; nature; caramel; 40x40 cm
13043 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back Wool; caramel; 40x40 cm
12610 cushion; rabbit; nature; caramel; 50x50 cm
13044 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool cashmere; caramel; 50x50 cm
18187 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool; caramel; 60x60 cm
18331 cushion; rabbit; nature; caramel; 40x40 cm
18405 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; caramel; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

14067 cushion; rabbit; nature; caramel/silber; 40x40 cm
14021 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; caramel/silver; 50x50 cm
19939 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool cashmere; caramel/silver; 50x50 cm
19937 cushion; rabbit; nature; caramel/silver; 40x40 cm
19938 cushion; rabbit/back cashmere/wool; nature; caramel/silver; 50x30 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

18640 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; nature; tobacco; 60x40 cm
18182 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back Wool; tobacco; 40x40 cm
18183 cushion; rabbit; nature; tobacco; 40x40 cm
17468 cushion; rabbit fur; nature/ back wool; tobacco; 50x50 cm
18184 cushion; rabbit; nature; tobacco; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

19325 cushion; rabbit fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; tobacco-silver ; 60x40 cm
17596 cushion/back wool; rabbit; nature; tobacco-silver; 40x40 cm
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The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

16445 cushion; rabbit; nature; hazelnut; 40x40 cm
16447 cushion; rabbit; nature; hazelnut; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

18220 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; nougat; 60x40 cm
17070 cushion; rabbit; nature; nougat; 40x40 cm
17135 cushion; rabbit/back wool; nature; nougat; 40x40 cm
16643 cushion; rabbit; nature; nougat; 50x50 cm
17152 cushion/back wool; rabbit; nature; nougat; 50x50 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12932 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; white; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
19526 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; white-beige; 130x180 cm
19527 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; white-grey; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
13495 plaid; rabbit fur; natur; lux; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12760 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; 130x180 cm
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The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
14789 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17267 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; dark grey; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
18980 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; dark graphite; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17761 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; uni grey; 140x200 cm
12758 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12825 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 130x180 cm
14605 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 140x200 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
13162 plaid; rabbit fur; natur; grey natur/grey natur; 130x180 cm
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The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
13116 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; light silver ; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
18736 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; dark silver; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
19430 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; silver/grey ; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
16645 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; medium silver ; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17504 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; big light silver ; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
11167 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature ; 130x180 cm
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The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
13695 plaid; rabbit fur; nature Feh; uni light-grey; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17017 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; light grey; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17775 plaid; rabbit fur; natur; beige/silver; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
13323 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 140x200 cm
11168 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 130x180 cm
19745 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; chestnut; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
19375 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; brown-caramel; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12609 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; carame; 130x180 cm
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The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
14279 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; caramel/silver; 130x180cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17467 plaid; rabbit fur; natur; tobacco; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17470 plaid; rabbit fur; natur; tobacco-silver; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
16384 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
16379 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 130x180 cm
19985 plaid; rabbit fur spain; nature; nougat; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
17176 plaid; rabbit fur; nature; dark nougat; 130x180 cm
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100 % of the finest lambswool with classy rabbit-fur-frays are the main elements to
creating this exclusive and precious throw. The ideal living accessory for the
connoisseur of savoir-vivre.

11192 plaid; 100% lambswool/rabbit fur; rabbit-fur-frays;ecru/white; 130x180 cm

100 % of the finest lambswool with classy rabbit-fur-frays are the main elements to
creating this exclusive and precious throw. The ideal living accessory for the
connoisseur of savoir-vivre.

20027 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; grey/grey; 130x180cm

100 % of the finest lambswool with classy rabbit-fur-frays are the main elements to
creating this exclusive and precious throw. The ideal living accessory for the
connoisseur of savoir-vivre.

11191 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; grey/grey nature; 130x180 cm

100 % of the finest lambswool with classy rabbit-fur-frays are the main elements to
creating this exclusive and precious throw. The ideal living accessory for the
connoisseur of savoir-vivre.

13691 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; camel/brown nature; 130x180 cm

100% finest lambswool with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the main elements
creating this a exclusive and precious throw. The ideal gift for aesthetes. The fur is
a natural product, therefore slight colour deviations are possible. The throw is
available in the size 130x180 cm.

17593 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit-fur-frays; sand/grey-ecru; 130x180cm

100% finest lambswool with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the main elements
creating this a exclusive and precious throw. The ideal gift for aesthetes. The fur is
a natural product, therefore slight colour deviations are possible. The throw is
available in the size 130x180 cm.

14104 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit fur border; ecru/ nature white; 130x180 cm
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100% finest lambswool with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the main elements
creating this a exclusive and precious throw. The ideal gift for aesthetes. The fur is
a natural product, therefore slight colour deviations are possible. The throw is
available in the size 130x180 cm.

14790 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit fur border; dark brown/black-brown nature;
130x180 cm

100% finest lambswool with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the main elements
creating this a exclusive and precious throw. The ideal gift for aesthetes. The fur is
a natural product, therefore slight colour deviations are possible. The throw is
available in the size 130x180 cm.

13847 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabit fur border; grey/grey natur; 130x180 cm

100% finest lambswool with a classy rabbit-fur-border are the main elements
creating this a exclusive and precious throw. The ideal gift for aesthetes. The fur is
a natural product, therefore slight colour deviations are possible. The throw is
available in the size 130x180 cm.

14018 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit fur border; camel/brown nature; 130x180 cm

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

13939 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; white; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

13490 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; lux; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

12949 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; 1,85 l
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The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

17430 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; black/silver; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

14791 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; black/brown; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

12783 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

12930 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

14071 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; light silver; 1,85 l
17141 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; middle silver; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

10293 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 1,85 l
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The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

16009 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; uni feh; light grey; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

19849 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; thüringer; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

18266 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; beige/silver; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

10294 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

12778 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; caramel; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

18802 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; tobacco; 1,85 l
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The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

17142 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 1,85 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

16726 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 1,85 l

16130 bag little; rabbit fur; nature; black/ecru; -

12940 bag little; rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; -

12942 bag little; rabbit fur; nature; brown nature; -

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

17464 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; white;
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This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

17566 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; black/ecru;

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

17565 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; uni grey; 9x14 cm

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18075 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; grey nature;

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18145 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; feh uni light grey;

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18264 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; beige/silver;

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18077 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; brown nature;
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This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

17469 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; tobacco;

This is a new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasantly soft mobile
phone cover in rabbit fur with its high quality finish is the perfect accessory for your
handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be decoratively
attached to any other objects. This is perfect present for accessory lovers with
style. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18144 mobile bag; i-Phone/carabiner; rabbit; nature; hazelnut;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish is the perfect accompaniment
for on the road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the day – the pleasant
soft shoulder bag with its adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye catcher. This
combination of functionality and fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

17213 mobile bag i-Phone with leather belt; rabbit; nature; white;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish is the perfect accompaniment
for on the road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the day – the pleasant
soft shoulder bag with its adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye catcher. This
combination of functionality and fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18142 mobile bag i-Phone with leather belt; rabbit; nature; uni grey;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish is the perfect accompaniment
for on the road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the day – the pleasant
soft shoulder bag with its adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye catcher. This
combination of functionality and fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

19077 mobile bag i-Phone with leather belt; rabbit; nature; grey nature;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish is the perfect accompaniment
for on the road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the day – the pleasant
soft shoulder bag with its adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye catcher. This
combination of functionality and fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

18141 mobile bag i-Phone with leather belt; rabbit; nature; feh uni light grey;
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This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish is the perfect accompaniment
for on the road. Whether an evening out or a walk during the day – the pleasant
soft shoulder bag with its adjustable leather straps is an absolute eye catcher. This
combination of functionality and fashion is worthwhile for every accessory and fur
lover. The fancy mobile phone pouch is on sale in various natural colours.

16063 mobile bag i-Phone with leather belt; rabbit; nature; brown nature;

16606 bag small/metal chain; rabbit; nature; uni grey; 45x40 cm
19921 bag small/leather belt wide; rabbit; nature; uni grey; 45x40 cm

This trendy pouch/ shoulder bag in rabbit fir with its wide leather straps is a must
for every fashion conscious woman. Due to the shiny silky soft fur the bag exudes a
certain elegance and sophistication. The processing guarantees standards of the
highest quality. Of note is the dark leather strap. This sporty leather bag is available
in various natural colours.

18078 bag small/leather belt wide; rabbit; nature; grey nature; 45x40 cm

This trendy pouch/ shoulder bag in rabbit fir with its wide leather straps is a must
for every fashion conscious woman. Due to the shiny silky soft fur the bag exudes a
certain elegance and sophistication. The processing guarantees standards of the
highest quality. Of note is the dark leather strap. This sporty leather bag is available
in various natural colours.

19922 bag small/leather belt wide; rabbit; nature; uni feh; light grey; 45x40 cm

This trendy pouch/ shoulder bag in rabbit fir with its wide leather straps is a must
for every fashion conscious woman. Due to the shiny silky soft fur the bag exudes a
certain elegance and sophistication. The processing guarantees standards of the
highest quality. Of note is the dark leather strap. This sporty leather bag is available
in various natural colours.

16412 bag small/leather belt wide; rabbit; nature; brown nature; 45x40 cm

The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter nights, to summers on the terrace or
as a romantic decoration in the living-room or bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and due to the rabbit fur casing a classy
and fancy accessory making the room look stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22 cm, 35 cm and 50 cm.

17778 storm lamp; rabbit; nature; grey nature; 35 cm altitude
17811 storm lamp; rabbit; nature; grey nature; 22 cm altitude
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The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter nights, to summers on the terrace or
as a romantic decoration in the living-room or bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and due to the rabbit fur casing a classy
and fancy accessory making the room look stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22 cm, 35 cm and 50 cm.

18109 storm lamp; rabbit; nature; brown nature; 22 cm altitude
18110 storm lamp; rabbit; nature; brown nature; 35 cm altitude

The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter nights, to summers on the terrace or
as a romantic decoration in the living-room or bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and due to the rabbit fur casing a classy
and fancy accessory making the room look stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22 cm, 35 cm and 50 cm.

19586 storm lamp; rabbit; nature; caramel; 35 cm altitude

18371 earmuff; rabbit; nature; grey; -

19632 earmuff; rabbit; nature; light grey; -

19631 earmuff; rabbit; nature; tobacco; -

real fur rabbit
These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

11662 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru; S
11663 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru; M
11664 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru; L
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These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

12159 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; black; S
12160 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; black; M
12161 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; black; L

These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

11665 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; S
11666 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; M
11667 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; L

These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

15385 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; S
15386 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; M
15387 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; L

These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

12162 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; dark brown; S
12163 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; dark brown; M
12164 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; dark brown; L

These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

15380 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; S
15381 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; M
15390 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; L
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These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

18420 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut; S
18421 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut; M
18422 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut; L

These velvety rabbit fur slippers with a wool felt sole are luxury. They are not only
soft and cuddly to snuggle your feet into, but they also keep your feet warm and
cosy even at icy temperatures. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M
(38-39) and L (40-41).

11657 slippers; rabbit fur; shortened; lg pink; S
11658 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; lg pink; M
11661 slippers; rabbit fur; shorted; lg pink; L

An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

16700 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru; 38
18391 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; white; 40

An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

18952 slipper open; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 37
18953 slipper open; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 38
18954 slipper open; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 39
18955 slipper open; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 40
18956 slipper open; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 41

An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

19445 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 36
15439 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 37
15438 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 38
15437 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 39
15435 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 40
15436 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 41
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An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

14461 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; 37
14467 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; 38
14157 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; 39
14468 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; 40
14469 slippers open; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; 41

An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

18947 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; 37
18948 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; 38
18949 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; 39
18950 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; 40
18951 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; 41

An absolute must for every style-conscious woman. The open slippers are made of
shorn rabbit fur with a wool felt sole. They are amazingly soft and place stylish
emphasis in every shoe cupboard.

18946 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; 37
18685 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; 38
18686 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; 39
18392 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; 40
18687 slipper open; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; 41

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

11639 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru; -

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

12175 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; black; -
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A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

14558 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite; -

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

11638 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; -

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

12174 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; dark brown; -

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

18914 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut; -

A fantastically soft cuddly toy to fall in love with. The teddy cannot be compared to
usual cuddly toys because it has been refined with high quality, shorn rabbit fur to
bring your offspring a touch of luxury.

11637 teddy; rabbit fur; shorted; light pink; -

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

12169 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru/silver;
17138 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru/silver; without pearls
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The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

16749 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru/gold; without pearls
13280 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru/gold;

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

12381 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; black; 17139 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; black; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

14557 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; graphit; 17140 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; graphit; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

19424 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; grey nature; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

13431 heart; rabbit; shorted; purple; 14653 heart; rabbit; shorted; purple; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

19350 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; turquoise; without pearls
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The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

15849 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; dark brown; -

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

12139 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; 16136 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; beige; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

11102 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; 17137 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; brown nature; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

18314 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut; without pearls
18960 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut ; -

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

13432 heart; rabbit; shorted; red; 19183 heart; rabbit fur; shorted ; red; without beads

The heart-shaped charm made of shorn rabbit fur is a fabulously fluffy accessory
for every handbag and every key ring. This product is a sparkling jewel whether
with or without the Swarovski pearl charms.

12135 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; lg rosa;
13435 heart; rabbit fur; shorted; lg pink; without pearls
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The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19313 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; ecru;

The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19310 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; graphite;

The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19314 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; gray natural;

The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19351 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; turquoise;

The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19257 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; stone nut;

The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19309 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; red;
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The cuddly pompom made of shorn rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The silky soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19256 pom pom; rabbit fur; shorted; rosa;

Whether if it is for you or your little dog: The shorn rabbit fur chair cushion enchants
everyone with its unique softness. It completes furnishings and emphasizes your
interior with elegance and extravagance. The chair cushion measures 140x180 cm
and is filled with small polystyrene balls.

14296 beanbag; rabbit fur; shortened; graphite; 140x180 cm

The pouffe made of shorn rabbit fur and is both useful and an elegant living
accessory. A special place for your tired feet or your small dog to relax!

18691 pouffe; rabbit; shortened; black; small

The pouffe made of shorn rabbit fur and is both useful and an elegant living
accessory. A special place for your tired feet or your small dog to relax!

14150 pouffe; rabbit; shortened; graphite; small

The cherry stone cushion made of shorn rabbit fur is an extraordinary warming
experience with a feel-good factor. Not only is the warming characteristic to the
fore, but also the beautiful appearance of the soft fur cover. The cushion cover
measuring 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry stone cushion and is verified by
Oeko-Tex 100.

15975 cherry stone cushion; rabbit; shorted; ecru; 20x20 cm

The cherry stone cushion made of shorn rabbit fur is an extraordinary warming
experience with a feel-good factor. Not only is the warming characteristic to the
fore, but also the beautiful appearance of the soft fur cover. The cushion cover
measuring 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry stone cushion and is verified by
Oeko-Tex 100.

16030 cherry stone cushion; rabbit; shorted; graphit; 20x20 cm
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The cherry stone cushion made of shorn rabbit fur is an extraordinary warming
experience with a feel-good factor. Not only is the warming characteristic to the
fore, but also the beautiful appearance of the soft fur cover. The cushion cover
measuring 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry stone cushion and is verified by
Oeko-Tex 100.

19906 cherry stone cushion; rabbit; shorted; light pink; 20x20 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11671 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; ecru; 40x40 cm
11672 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; ecru; 50x50 cm
19428 cushion; rabbit fur; shorn/ back wool; ecru; 50x50 cm
14294 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; ecru; 35x20 cm
12498 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; ecru; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
12172 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 40x40 cm
12173 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 50x50 cm
18124 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; shortened; black; 50x50 cm
14301 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; black; 35x20 cm
12446 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11659 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; beige; 40x40 cm
11660 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; beige; 50x50 cm
14299 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; beige; 35x20 cm
12500 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; beige; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
18738 cushion; rabbit; shortened; brown natur; 60x40 cm
14186 cushion; rabbit; shortened; nature brown; 40x40 cm
14147 cushion; rabbit; shortened; nature brown; 50x50 cm
15476 cushion; rabbit fur; shorted/ back wool; nature brown; 50x50 cm
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This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
12170 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; dark brown; 40x40 cm
13032 cushion; rabbit fur; shorn/ back wool; dark brown; 40x40 cm
12171 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; dark brown; 50x50 cm
13033 cushion; rabbit fur; shorn/ back wool; dark brown;50x50 cm
14300 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; dark brown; 35x20 cm
12499 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; dark brown; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
16934 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; graphite natur; 60x40 cm
18308 cushion; rabbit fur shortened/ back wool; graphite; 60x40 cm
14595 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; graphite natur; 40x40 cm
14596 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; graphite natur; 50x50 cm
16571 cushion; rabbit fur; shorn/ back wool; graphite; 50x50 cm
14597 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; graphite; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
20028 cushion; rabbit fur shortened/ back wool; stone nut; 60x40cm
18917 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; stone nut; 35x20 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19149 cushion; rabbit fur; shorn/ back wool; red; 50x30 cm

This exquisite cushion made of shorn rabbit fur, is a luxurious feast for the eyes
and a must-have for every stylish ambience. The fine, soft surface makes the
cushion a perfect accessory on every sofa or bed. The fur comes from rabbits bred
in Germany and is a by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes 40x40 cm,
50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and the
cushions measuring 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11655 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; light pink; 40x40 cm
11656 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; light pink; 50x50 cm
14298 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; shorted; light pink; 35x20 cm
12501 cushion; rabbit fur; shortened; lg. pink; 50x30 cm
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This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

11653 plaid; rabbit; shortened; ecru; 130x180 cm

19914 plaid; 100% wool; rabit short dots; ecru/ecru; 130x180cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

11621 plaid; rabbit; shortened; black; 130x180 cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

14133 plaid; rabbit; shortened; graphite; nature; 130x180 cm
19608 plaid; rabbit; shortened; graphite; nature; 140x200 cm

19356 plaid; 100% wool; rabit short dots; grey/graphite; 130x180cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

11654 plaid; rabbit; shortened; beige; 130x180 cm
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This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

14852 plaid; rabbit; shortened; brown nature; 130x180 cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

11228 plaid; rabbit; shortened; dark brown; 130x180 cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

19092 plaid; rabbit; shortened; ivory nut; 130x180 cm
20046 plaid; rabbit border/wool; shortened; ivory nut; 140x185cm

This rabbit fur throw wraps and pampers your skin with a smooth feeling. Thanks to
the shorn surface, the throw is enchantingly soft and lends itself to cosy cuddling
evenings. The rabbit fur throw measures 130x180 cm and has a high quality lining
of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

11652 plaid; rabbit; shortened; light pink; 130x180 cm

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11669 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; short.; ecru; 1,85l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12176 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; black; 1,85 l
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The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14134 hot water bottle; rabbit; shortened; graphite; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14855 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; grey nature; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11670 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; beige; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14856 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; brown nature; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12549 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; dark brown; 1,8 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

18696 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; stone nut; 1,85 l
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The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19339 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; red; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle made of shorn rabbit fur is perfectly suited to frosty winter
months. The fur brings a pleasant warmth to the body and enchants with its lovely
appearance. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11668 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; shortened; light pink; 1,8 l

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

17150 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; ecru;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

18395 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; basalt;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

19327 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; black;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

17167 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; brown;
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This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

17149 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; beige;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

17148 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; shorted; dark brown;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

19420 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; graphit
19850 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; grey nature;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

19338 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; stone nut;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

19358 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; red;

This elegant iPhone pouch with its high quality finish made of velvet soft shorn
rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for your handbags. This chic mobile phone
pouch would make an attractive elegant present and please every fur lover.
Provided with a spring clasp the pouch can be attached to handbags or belts for
example. The press stud provides additional protection preventing the phone from
falling out.

17147 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner and press button; rabbit; shorted; pink;
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The lantern is ideally suitable as a stylish decoration on the patio in winter on cool
twilight evenings or as an attractive decoration in either living or bedroom areas.
With the extra soft shorn rabbit fur it transforms the surroundings into a romantic
room. The lantern is available in 22cm and 35cm height.

18755 storm lamp; rabbit; shortened; brown nature; 22 cm altitude
18756 storm lamp; rabbit; shortened; brown nature; 35 cm altitude

real fur rabbit
Especially in the winter months, the rabbit creates not only a pleasant warmth on
your feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing comfort. The slippers are made of a
wool felt sole. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of
food production. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

16147 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; black; M

Especially in the winter months, the rabbit creates not only a pleasant warmth on
your feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing comfort. The slippers are made of a
wool felt sole. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of
food production. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

18423 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; opal; S
18424 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; opal; L

Especially in the winter months, the rabbit creates not only a pleasant warmth on
your feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing comfort. The slippers are made of a
wool felt sole. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of
food production. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

12165 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; purple; S
12131 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; purple; M
12166 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; purple; L

Especially in the winter months, the rabbit creates not only a pleasant warmth on
your feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing comfort. The slippers are made of a
wool felt sole. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of
food production. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

11213 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; red; S
11214 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; red; M
11215 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; red; L
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Especially in the winter months, the rabbit creates not only a pleasant warmth on
your feet, but also a dreamlike soft wearing comfort. The slippers are made of a
wool felt sole. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of
food production. The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L
(40-41).

12559 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; light red; S
12560 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; light red; M
12561 slippers; rabbit fur; colored; light red; L

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

19665 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 36
14037 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 37
14038 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 38
14039 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 39
14182 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 40
14368 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; black; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14383 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; lila; 37
14382 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; lila; 38
14180 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; lila; 39
14181 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; lila; 40
14384 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; lila; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14385 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 37
14386 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 38
14176 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 39
14177 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 40
14387 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14388 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 37
14389 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 38
14155 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 39
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14390 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 40
14391 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14394 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; red; 37
14395 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; red; 38
14174 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; red; 39
14175 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; rot; 40
14396 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; rot; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14397 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; pink; 37
14398 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; pink; 38
14178 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; pink; 39
14179 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; pink; 40

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14026 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 36
14027 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 37
14028 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 38
14029 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 39
14030 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 40
14400 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 41

Through the velvety smooth and elegant character of the rabbit fur, the slippers
lend a certain gracefulness to every foot. The fur comes from rabbits bred in
Germany and is a by-product of food production.

14401 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 37
14241 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 38
14240 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 39
14239 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 40
14402 slippers open; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 41
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The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14497 heart; rabbit; colored; black; 16204 heart; rabbit; colored; black; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

18246 heart; rabbit fur; colored; opal; without pearls
19326 heart; rabbit; colored; taupe; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

19613 heart; rabbit fur; colored; blue jeans; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14340 heart; rabbit fur; colored; purple; 14520 heart; rabbit; colored; purple; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13749 heart; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 17107 heart; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13748 heart; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 16641 heart; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; without pearls
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The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13751 heart; rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; - with pearls
16202 heart; rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14019 heart; rabbit; colored; mexico; 18489 heart; rabbit; colored; mexico; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14936 heart; rabbit fur; colored; emerald; 19287 heart; rabbit fur; colored; emerald; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14272 heart; rabbit fur; colored; green; 17105 heart; rabbit fur; colored; green; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14521 heart; rabbit fur; colored; light green; without pearls
14531 heart; rabbit fur; colored; light green;

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

14502 heart; rabbit fur; colored; red; 17108 heart; rabbit fur; colored; red; without pearls
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The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13745 heart; rabbit fur; colored; pink;
19289 heart; rabbit fur; colored; pink; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13656 heart; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 17159 heart; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; without pearls

The heart-shaped charm can be perfectly adapted to suit every taste using the
coloured rabbit fur. Both with or without the Swarovski pearl pendants, the
accessory is an enchanting piece of jewellery. The rabbit fur comes from German
breeding and a by-product of food production.

13747 heart; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 17110 heart; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; without pearls

The soft fluffy pompom made of dyed rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The cuddly soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19373 pom pom; rabbit fur; colored; pink;

The soft fluffy pompom made of dyed rabbit fur is the perfect fashion accessory for
all fur lovers. The cuddly soft fur ball not only stylishly enhances handbags and
purses, but can also be an effective decorative detail on various pieces of furniture.

19352 pom pom; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise;

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
16393 cushion; color-rabbit fur/back wool; colored; black; 50x30 cm
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The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19404 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored uni ; pink; 40x40 cm
19366 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored uni / back wool cashmere; pink; 50x50 cm
19368 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored uni ; pink; 50x50 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11745 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; black; 40x40 cm
11746 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; black; 50x50 cm
12502 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; black; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
16610 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; opal; 50x50 cm
16611 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; opal; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19033 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; azure; 40x40 cm
19086 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; azure; 50x50 cm
19321 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored/ back wool cashmere; azure; 50x50 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19877 cushion; rabbit/back wool/cashmere; colored; blue jeans; 40x40 cm
19747 cushion; rabbit; colored/back wool/cashmere; blue jeans; 60x40 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19907 cushion; color-rabbit fur/back wool; colored; purple; 60x40 cm
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12133 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; purple; 40x40 cm
12134 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; purple; 50x50 cm
16006 cushion; rabbit fur; back wool; colored; purple; 50x50 cm
19320 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored/ back wool cashmere; purple; 50x50 cm
14257 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; purple; 35x20 cm
12448 cushion, color-rabbit fur; colored; purple; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
13636 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; royalblau; 50x50 cm
19357 cushion; rabbit; colored; royalblue; 60x40 cm
14307 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; royalblue; 35x20 cm
14314 cushion; rabbit; colored; royalblue; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
13637 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 40x40 cm
13638 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 50x50 cm
19447 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored/back wool cashmere; turquoise; 50x50 cm
19932 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; lagon; 50x50cm
20013 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; lagon; 35x20cm
14313 cushion; rabbit; colored; turquoise; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11676 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; 40x40 cm
13444 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; colored; dark brown; 40x40 cm
11677 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; 50x50 cm
13445 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool; colored; dark brown; 50x50 cm
14309 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; dark brown; 35x20 cm
12503 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; dark brown 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
18221 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; uni chocolate; 50x50 cm
19319 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored/ back wool cashmere; chocolate; 50x50 cm
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The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11209 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; mexiko; 50x50 cm
11792 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; mexiko; 80x80 cm
12447 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; mexiko; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19259 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; taupe; 50x50 cm
19328 cushion; color-rabbit fur/back wool; colored; taupe; 50x50 cm
19258 cushion; color-rabbit fur/back wool; colored; taupe; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
19878 cushion; rabbit fur/back wool/cashmere; colored; emerald; 50x50 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
12450 cushion; color-rabbit fur: colored; lg. green; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
11210 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; red; 40x40 cm
11208 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; red; 50x50 cm
14304 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; red; 35x20 cm
12449 cushion, color-rabbit fur; colored; red; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
13661 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; pink; 40x40 cm
12601 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; pink; 50x50 cm
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19318 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored/ back wool cashmere; pink; 50x50 cm
14311 cushion; rabbit; colored; pink; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
12380 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; pink; 35x20 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
18227 cushion; color-rabbit fur/back wool; colored; rose; 60x40 cm
13658 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 40x40 cm
11550 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; lg pink; 50x50 cm
14310 cushion; rabbit; colored; light pink; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur cushion is not comparable to usual decor cushions because it
captivates with its velvety surface and elegant appearance. This tasteful accessory
refines every ambience. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a
by-product of food production. Cushion in the sizes of 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and
60x60 cm are delivered without filling. The neck-cushion and other cushions in the
sizes of 35x20 cm, 50x30 cm, 60x40 cm and 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers.
13974 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 40x40 cm
13673 cushion; color-rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 50x50 cm
14305 neck-cushion; rabbit; real fur; colored; bordeaux; 35x20 cm
14312 cushion, rabbit; colored; bordeaux; 50x30 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

12533 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; black; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

16381 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; opal grey; 130x180cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

19032 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; azure; 130x180 cm
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The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

19706 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; blue jeans; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

12130 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; purple; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

13635 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; royal blue; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

13647 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise chinchilla; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

12534 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

11227 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; mexiko; 130x180 cm
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The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

18317 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; taupe; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

11226 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; green; 130x180 cm
16283 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; red; 140x200 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

11552 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; light green; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

11225 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; red; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

13447 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 130x180 cm

The rabbit fur throw is an everlasting luxury. It is not only dreamlike soft, but also
adds emphasis to every interior. Due to the specialized colouring, the fur can be
adapted to any style of furnishings. The rabbit fur plaid in the size of 130x180 cm is
of high quality lining of finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix. Special sizes and
personalizing services such as embroidered initials are available on request.

13645 plaid; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 130x180 cm
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The fine lambswool and the soft rabbit-fur-frings cause not only a classy ambience,
but also a touch of chic elegance in every interior. The lambswool in the size
130x180 cm is perfect(ly) suited to cosy fireplace/chimney-winter evenings.

13179 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; grey/green; 130x180 cm

The fine lambswool and the soft rabbit-fur-frings cause not only a classy ambience,
but also a touch of chic elegance in every interior. The lambswool in the size
130x180 cm is perfect(ly) suited to cosy fireplace/chimney-winter evenings.

13170 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; dark brown/green ; 130x180 cm

The fine lambswool and the soft rabbit-fur-frings cause not only a classy ambience,
but also a touch of chic elegance in every interior. The lambswool in the size
130x180 cm is perfect(ly) suited to cosy fireplace/chimney-winter evenings.

19252 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; sand/stone nut; 130x180 cm

The fine lambswool and the soft rabbit-fur-frings cause not only a classy ambience,
but also a touch of chic elegance in every interior. The lambswool in the size
130x180 cm is perfect(ly) suited to cosy fireplace/chimney-winter evenings.

11248 plaid; 100% lambswool; rabbit-fur-frays; red/red ; 130x180 cm

The throw exhibits a unique quality by using the wool from lambs first shearing,
which makes it especially fine and soft. The throw with rabbit fur borders offers a
unique cuddle experience. The size of the plaid is 130x180 cm.

14218 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit fur border; black/colored black; 130x180 cm

The throw exhibits a unique quality by using the wool from lambs first shearing,
which makes it especially fine and soft. The throw with rabbit fur borders offers a
unique cuddle experience. The size of the plaid is 130x180 cm.

14105 plaid, 100% lamb wool; rabbit fur border; red/colored red; 130x180 cm
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The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19534 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; uni pink; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

17174 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; black; 1,85 l
18249 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; opal; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12132 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; purple; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

16249 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; royalblue; 1,85 l
19419 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; blue jeans; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

13639 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11759 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; dark brown; 1,85 l
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The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19536 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; taupe; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11222 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; red; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14022 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; pink; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

13663 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; light pink; 1,85 l

The hot water bottle becomes the perfect companion on frosty winter nights with its
soft rabbit fur coating/cover. It also has a zipper to be able to change the hot water
bottle. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. The rubber hot water bottle with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14260 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; colored; bordeaux; 1,85 l

This small bag out of rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for fashion conscious
women. The velvet soft bag is a perfect companion. An absolute highlight for every
outfit and every occasion. The Swarovski beads give the fi8ne elegant bag an extra
touch of extravagance. With an extra soft leather strap it can be worn on the wrist
or carried as a clutch. A must have in the hand bag collection of every modern
woman.

14594 bag little; rabbit fur; colored; black; 14525 bag little; rabbit; colored; purple; -
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This small bag out of rabbit fur is the perfect accessory for fashion conscious
women. The velvet soft bag is a perfect companion. An absolute highlight for every
outfit and every occasion. The Swarovski beads give the fi8ne elegant bag an extra
touch of extravagance. With an extra soft leather strap it can be worn on the wrist
or carried as a clutch. A must have in the hand bag collection of every modern
woman.

19851 bag little; rabbit fur; colored; turquoise; -

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

17218 mobile bag i-Phone /with carabiner; rabbit; colored; black;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

18066 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; opal;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

17216 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; purple;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

18067 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; blue royal;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19353 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; turquoise;
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This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19290 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; dark brown;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19959 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; taupe;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19286 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; emerald;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

18068 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; red;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19288 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; pink;

This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

19291 mobile bag i-Phone/with carabiner; rabbit; colored; light pink;
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This is the new mobile phone pouch for your iPhone. This pleasant velvet soft
mobile-phone pouch made of dyed rabbit fur and high quality finish is the perfect
accessory for the handbag. Provided with a spring clasp this elegant pouch can be
decoratively attached to any other objects or clothing. This perfect present for
stylish accessory lovers is available in lots of different colours of the day.

16417 bag small i-phone with leather belt; rabbit; colored; royalblue; 13x22 cm

real fur rabbit
A wonderful combination of shorn rabbit fur and velvety velour leather. This throw is
a winner with fluffy rabbit fur on the front and soft warm velour leather on the back.
Furthermore, the throw does not shed. With its fringes the product is a fashionable
eye-catcher. The plaid measures 140x200 cm.

19902 plaid; rabbit shortened; velours; black/black; 140x200cm

A wonderful combination of shorn rabbit fur and velvety velour leather. This throw is
a winner with fluffy rabbit fur on the front and soft warm velour leather on the back.
Furthermore, the throw does not shed. With its fringes the product is a fashionable
eye-catcher. The plaid measures 140x200 cm.

20061 plaid; rabbit shortened; velours; russet; 140x200cm

A wonderful combination of shorn rabbit fur and velvety velour leather. This throw is
a winner with fluffy rabbit fur on the front and soft warm velour leather on the back.
Furthermore, the throw does not shed. With its fringes the product is a fashionable
eye-catcher. The plaid measures 140x200 cm.

20062 plaid; rabbit shortened; velours; burgunde/cognac; 140x200cm

A wonderful combination of shorn rabbit fur and velvety velour leather. This throw is
a winner with fluffy rabbit fur on the front and soft warm velour leather on the back.
Furthermore, the throw does not shed. With its fringes the product is a fashionable
eye-catcher. The plaid measures 140x200 cm.

19913 plaid; rabbit shortened; velours; graphite/grey; 140x200cm

real fur rabbit
The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

19400 cushion; rabbit fur; black/white; ; 40x40 cm
12624 cushion; rabbit fur; black/white; ; 50x50 cm
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The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

12553 cussion rabbit fur; patch; grey/white; 40x40 cm
12554 cussion rabbit fur; patch; grey/white; 50x50 cm

The fine and fluffy cushion made of rabbit fur is an effective eye-catcher on your
sofa or bed and an elegant home-accessory for every style of furnishing. The fur
comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food production.
Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm, 50x50 cm and 60x60 cm are delivered without
filling. The neck-cushions in the sizes 35x20cm / 50x30 cm and 60x40 cm are sent
with a filling of duck and goose- feathers.

16605 cushion; rabbit fur/back cachemere/wool; brown/white; ; 40x40 cm
13422 cushion; rabbit fur; brown/white; 50x50 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
11949 plaid; rabbit fur; patch; nature; black/white; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12129 plaid; rabbit fur; patch; nature; grey/white; 130x180 cm

The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
12745 plaid; rabbit fur; patch; nature; brown/white; 130x180 cm

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

18801 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; patch chessbord; black/white; 1,8 l
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The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

13676 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; patch chessbord; grey/white; 1,8 l

The elegant and very fancy hot-water bottle cover made of rabbit fur is a heavenly
feast for your eyes. The perfect gift in the cold season. Every cover has a zipper to
change the hot-water bottle. The rubber hot-water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 liter,
is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency
-TÜV. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production.

18063 hot water bottle; rabbit fur; patch chessbord; brown/white; 1,85 l

real fur rabbit
The luxurious fur throw is the ideal companion for cold winter days and an
extraordinary eye-catcher for your living area. This fashionable real fur throw
measuring 130x180 cm is backed with high a quality lining made of finest Italian
wool-cashmere-mix. As the throw is a natural product, colour variations have to be
accepted. The fur comes from rabbits bred in Germany and is a by-product of food
production. Special sizes and personalizing services like embroidered initials are
available on request.
11169 plaid; rabbit fur; patch; grey nature ; 130x180 cm
19376 plaid; rabbit fur; patch; brown nature ; 130x180 cm

real fur rabbit
A throw for every occasion. Through the interplay of shorn rabbit fur and soft nappa
leather, the throw is an all year round companion. Very attractive thanks to its
non-shedding qualities as well as its pleasant light weight, the soft feel and the
individual naturally look of the elegant nappa leather. The plaid measures 135x210
cm is an everlasting luxury.

19995 plaid; rabbit fur; nappa; cognac; 140x200cm

real fur Rex rabbit
These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

11200 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; white; S
11201 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; white; M
11202 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; white; L
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These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12780 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; lux; S
12781 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; lux; M
12782 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; lux; L

These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

15365 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; grey nature; S
15366 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; grey nature; M
15367 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; grey nature; L

These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

15374 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; light grey; S
15375 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; light grey; M
15376 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; light grey; L

These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12842 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; castor; S
12841 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; castor; M
12843 slippers; rex-rabbit; natur; castor; L

These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

15371 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; S
15372 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; M
15373 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; L
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These indescribable fluffy slippers out of rex-rabbit fur are a luxury to pamper your
feet. At the same time, the slippers are very fashionable with their silky gleaming
fur and an extravagant acquisition for your shoe collection. The slippers are
obtainable in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

15377 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; nougat; S
15378 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; nougat; M
15379 slippers; rex-rabbit; nature; nougat; L

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

15850 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; weiß; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

12980 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; lux; 16141 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; lux; without pearls

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

16140 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; uni grey; without pearls
19664 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; uni black; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

16040 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; uni grey; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

14542 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; grey nature; 16139 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; grey nature; without pearls
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The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

16041 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; light grey; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

15853 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; castor; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

14775 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; 16137 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; without pearls

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

14770 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; nougat; 16138 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; nougat; without pearls

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

15851 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; blue wiener; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

15852 heart; rex-rabbit; nature; hazelnut; -
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The cherry stone cushion cover made of finest rex-rabbit fur promises you a
relaxed and snugly evening to take a break from the everyday stress. The size of
the cushion is 20x20 cm and it is available in different colours. The cushion cover is
delivered with cherry stone cushion which is verified by Oeko-tex 100.

15976 cherry stone cushion; rex-rabbit; nature; white; 20x20 cm

The cherry stone cushion cover made of finest rex-rabbit fur promises you a
relaxed and snugly evening to take a break from the everyday stress. The size of
the cushion is 20x20 cm and it is available in different colours. The cushion cover is
delivered with cherry stone cushion which is verified by Oeko-tex 100.

15980 cherry stone cushion; rex-rabbit; nature; tobacco; 20x20 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

11205 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; white; 40x40 cm
11204 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; white; 50x50 cm
15551 cushion; rex-rabbit fur/back wool; nature; white; 50x50 cm
13379 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; white; 50x30 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

11837 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; lux; 40x40 cm
12231 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; lux; 40x40 cm
11838 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; lux; 50x50 cm
12638 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; lux; 50x50 cm
16545 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; lux; 50x30 cm
14769 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; lux; 50x30 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

19961 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; black; 50x50 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

17764 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; uni grey; 50x30 cm
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14878 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 40x40 cm
14879 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 50x50 cm
16062 cushion; rex-rabbit fur;back side cash/wool; nature; uni grey; 50x50 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

17243 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey/ecru; 50x50 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14559 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey; 40x40 cm
19441 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; back site wool/cashmere; nature; grey; 40x40 cm
14560 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey; 50x50 cm
14576 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; back site wool/cashmere; nature; grey; 50x50 cm
14561 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; grey nature; 50x30 cm
16060 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; back side cash/wool; grey nature; 50x30 cm
19889 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; back side cash/wool; grey nature; 35x20 cm
19890 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; grey nature; 35x20 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14881 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 40x40 cm
19413 cushion; rex-rabbit fur/back cash/wool; nature feh; uni light grey; 40x40 cm
14884 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 50x50 cm
18804 cushion; rex-rabbit fur/back cash/wool; nature; uni light grey; 50x50 cm
16122 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; light grey; 50x30 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14860 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; beige/dark brown; 40x40 cm
14861 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; beige/dark brown; 50x50 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

12803 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; castor; 40x40 cm
12804 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; castor; 50x50 cm
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The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14779 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; tobacco; 40x40 cm
14778 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; tobacco; 50x50 cm
17165 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; tabak; 50x30 cm
18204 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; tabac; 50x50 cm
14777 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; tobacco; 50x30 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14857 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 40x40 cm
14858 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 50x50 cm

The classy and timeless cushion out of rex-rabbit fur is extremely tasteful and
velvety. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it does not moult because of
its short hair. Cushions in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without a
filling. Neck-cushions and cushions in the size of 50x30 cm are sent with a filling of
duck and goose-feathers. It is also possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse
backing made of finest wool-cashmere-mix.

14772 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; nougat; 40x40 cm
14773 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; nougat; 50x50 cm
17164 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 50x30 cm
18400 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 50x50 cm
19948 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 60x40 cm
14774 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; nature; nougat; 50x30 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

11206 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; white; 130x180 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

18552 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; dalmatian; 130x180 cm
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This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

11602 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; lux; 130x180 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

13154 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; black; 130x180cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

14699 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 130x180cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

16999 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; grey/ecru; 130x180cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

18936 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 140x200 cm
14244 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 130x180 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

18153 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; light-dark grey; 130x180 cm
14701 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 130x180 cm
14702 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; light grey; 130x180 cm
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This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

11277 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; patch; brown natur/grey natur; 130x180 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

11773 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; castor; 130x180cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

14704 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; natur; tobacco; 130x180 cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

14700 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 130x180cm

This enchantingly luxurious throw gives every interior a touch of fashionable
elegance. Thanks to the rex-rabbit fur, the throw becomes an optimal companion
on cold autumn and winter days. Another advantage of the selected fur is that it
does moult as the hair shorter than that of other furs. The throw measures 130x180
cm.

14703 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 130x180 cm

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11203 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; white; 1,85 l
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This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12779 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; lux; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14894 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; black; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14880 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; uni grey; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14510 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; grey nature; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14885 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature feh; uni light grey; 1,85 l
16042 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; light grey; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14862 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; beige/dark brown; 1,85 l
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This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12840 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; castor; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14776 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; tobacco; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14859 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; hazelnut; 1,85 l

This velvety rex-rabbit fur hot water bottle gives you a feeling of security. You can
enjoy pure relaxation on cool evenings with it. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

14771 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; nature; nougat; 1,85 l

The storm lantern is perfect suited to all winter nights, to summers on the terrace or
as a romantic decoration in the living-room or bedroom. The table lantern creates a
wonderful and harmonious atmosphere and due to the rabbit fur casing a classy
and fancy accessory making the room look stylish. The lantern is available in
heights of 22 cm, 35 cm and 50 cm.

19786 storm lamp; rex-rabbit fur; natur; light grey; 35 cm altitude
19787 storm lamp; rex-rabbit fur; natur; light grey; 22 cm altitude

12827 earmuff; rex-rabbit; nature; grey; -
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real fur Rex rabbit
That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

17628 heart; rex-rabbit; gefärbt; champagner; without pearls

That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

17629 heart; rex-rabbit; gefärbt; black; without pearls

That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

18486 heart; rex rabbit; colored; purple; -

That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

17631 heart; rex-rabbit; gefärbt; caramel; without pearls

That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

16039 heart; rex-rabbit; colored; castor decolor; -

The heart-shaped pendant out of rex-rabbit fur is a wonderful jewel. The Swarovski
pearl pendants make the accessory shine even brighter but also without the pearl
pendants is it a stylish eye-catcher on every charm or key ring.

20073 heart; rex-rabbit; colored; pargo; without pearls
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That is attention to detail – the heart pendant of Rex Rabbit fur is the ideal
accessory for handbags, purses, belts or other pieces of clothing. The Rex Rabbit
fur is especially shiny, soft and fluffy. The pendant is especially given as a small gift
between friends. This little gem is dyed in various colours and is available with or
without Swarovski beading.

17630 heart; rex-rabbit; gefärbt; red; without pearls

The rex-rabbit cushion not only captivates with its velvety fur, but also with the
advantage that it does not moult. With the help of different fur colouring is it
possible to adapt the cushion to every style. The cushion is available in sizes
40x40 cm and 50x50 cm and is delivered without a filling.

11241 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; colored; caramel; 40x40 cm

The rex-rabbit cushion not only captivates with its velvety fur, but also with the
advantage that it does not moult. With the help of different fur colouring is it
possible to adapt the cushion to every style. The cushion is available in sizes
40x40 cm and 50x50 cm and is delivered without a filling.

14214 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; colored; castor decolor; 40x40 cm
14215 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; colored; castor decolor; 50x50 cm
16123 cushion; rex-rabbit/back cash/wool; colored; castor decolor; 50x30 cm
16413 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; colored; castor decolor; 50x30 cm

A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

17620 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored; black; 130x180 cm

A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

19856 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored; beige decolor; 130x180 cm

A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

11577 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored; caramel; 130x180 cm
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A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

18576 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored; pargo; 130x180 cm

A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

19034 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored ; coffee; 140x200

A high quality throw made of rex-rabbit fur to brightening up your living room, which
can be perfectly adapted to your style of furnishing through different colouring. It is
not only enchantingly soft and beautiful, but the throw also has the advantage that
it does not moult. This throw is available in the size 130x180 cm and in different
colours.

14213 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; colored; castor decolor; 130x180cm

Cuddly warmth for your home – the hot water bottle with cuddly soft cover of Rex
Rabbit fur is not only wonderfully warm but unbelievably cuddly and soft on the
skin. The perfect companion on frosty winter evenings. It is an ideal gift for friends
who feel the cold. The rubber hot water bottle is manufacture in Germany and TUV
approved and has a capacity of 1.85 litres.

11243 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; colored; caramel; 1,8 l

14216 hot water bottle; rex-rabbit fur; colored; castor decolor; 1,85 l

real fur Rex rabbit
20076 fur; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; 11 colours; 20x20cm

18518 fursamples; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; 9 different colours
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An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13544 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; white; 40X40cm
13525 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; white; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13038 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; ecru; 40x40 cm
13039 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; ecru; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13388 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/black; 40X40cm
13521 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/black; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13541 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/beige; 40X40cm
13522 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/beige; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13538 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; black; 40x40 cm
13518 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; black; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13545 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; grey; 40X40cm
13526 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; grey; 50X50cm
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An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

15238 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; silver; 40x40 cm
15237 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; silver; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13547 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light-grey; 40X40cm
13528 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light grey; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13527 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; purple; 40X40cm
13629 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; purple; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13539 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; beige; 40x40 cm
13519 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; beige; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

16390 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; camel; 40x40 cm
16395 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; camel; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13540 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; caramel; 40x40 cm
13520 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; caramel; 50x50 cm
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An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13549 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sand; 40x40cm
13530 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sand; 50x50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

15236 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chocolate; 40x40 cm
15235 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chocolate; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

15233 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sludge; 40x40 cm
15234 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sludge; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

16396 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chestnut; 40x40 cm
16397 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chestnut; 50x50 cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13548 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; green; 40X40cm
13529 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; green; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

16398 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; powder; 40x40 cm
16399 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; powder; 50X50cm
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An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13553 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; pink; 40X40cm
13534 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; pink; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

14081 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; blueberry; 40X40cm
14082 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; blueberry; 50x50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

13550 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light pink; 40X40cm
13531 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light pink; 50X50cm

An inconceivably extravagant cushion made of knitted rex-rabbit. Because of the
knit-look the cushion gets an extraordinary appearance and is a spectacularly
unique object. Cushion in sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm is delivered without a
filling.

15231 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; bordeaux; 40X40cm
15232 cushion; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; bordeaux; 50X50cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

12586 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; white; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

10512 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; ecru; 130x170 cm
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An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 140x200 cm an in
different colours.

17248 plaid; rex-rabbit fur/with fringes; knitted; snowtop/anthracite; 140x200 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

12206 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/black; 130x170cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

12491 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; snowtop/beige; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

10528 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; black; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

12755 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; grey; 130x170 cm
19539 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; dark grey; 130x170

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

14753 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; silver; 130x170 cm
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This enchanting three-colour knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur is a spectacular
eye-catcher, which will guarantee enviably looks in every interior because of its
wonderful gradations of colour. Furthermore, the throw is velvety soft and turns
every sofa or bed into an oasis of comfort. The throw is available in the size of
130x170 cm.

19027 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; silver,light grey, grey; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

13009 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light grey ; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

13008 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; violet; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

10989 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; beige; 130x170 cm
16977 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; dark beige; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

16332 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; camel; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

12154 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; caramel; 130x170 cm
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An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

16086 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sand; 140x200 cm
13269 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sand; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

18731 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; graphit; 130x170

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

14754 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chocolate; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

14755 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; sludge; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

16331 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; chestnut; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

18730 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; stonenut; 130x170
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An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

13010 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; green; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

16330 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; powder; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

17545 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; red; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

13554 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; light pink ; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

14752 plaid; rex-rabbit fur; knitted; bordeaux; 130x170 cm

real fur Rex rabbit
A throw with an astounding quality. A combination of one of the most precious
natural fibres and a high quality fur, joined together in a luxurious throw. Because
of the cashmere, the throw has a slight shimmering gleam and offers a dreamlike
soft experience. The fur-border out of rex-rabbit produces extreme elegance. The
throw measures 130x180 cm.

14212 plaid, 100% cashmere; rex-rabbit fur border; camel/castor decolor; 130x180 cm
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A throw with an astounding quality. A combination of one of the most precious
natural fibres and a high quality fur, joined together in a luxurious throw. Because
of the cashmere, the throw has a slight shimmering gleam and offers a dreamlike
soft experience. The fur-border out of rex-rabbit produces extreme elegance. The
throw measures 130x180 cm.

16037 plaid, 100% cashmere; rex-rabbit fur border; grey/uni nature grey; 130x180 cm
16322 plaid, 100% cashmere; rex-rabbit fur border; grey/grey nature; 130x180 cm

A throw with an astounding quality. A combination of one of the most precious
natural fibres and a high quality fur, joined together in a luxurious throw. Because
of the cashmere, the throw has a slight shimmering gleam and offers a dreamlike
soft experience. The fur-border out of rex-rabbit produces extreme elegance. The
throw measures 130x180 cm.

16493 plaid, 100% cashmere; rex-rabbit fur border; sand/lux; 130x180 cm

A throw with an astounding quality. A combination of one of the most precious
natural fibres and a high quality fur, joined together in a luxurious throw. Because
of the cashmere, the throw has a slight shimmering gleam and offers a dreamlike
soft experience. The fur-border out of rex-rabbit produces extreme elegance. The
throw measures 130x180 cm.

15211 plaid, 100% cashmere; rex-rabbit fur border; sand/nougat; 130x180 cm

real fur Rex rabbit/wool
An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

19703 plaid; rex-rabbit fur / wool; knitted; ecru; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

19346 plaid; rex-rabbit fur / wool; knitted; graphite; 130x170 cm

An astounding knitted throw made of rex-rabbit fur with beauty guaranteed. It is not
only fluffy soft with a silky shimmering surface, but also gives to the room that
certain something. The charming throw is available in the size 130x170 cm an in
different colours.

20034 plaid; rex-rabbit fur / wool; knitted; sand; 130x170cm
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real fur fox Fawn Light
Pure luxury – this striking fox cushion made out of a fawn light shadow fox fur is an
exclusive piece in your living room. The cushion is offered as either a full fur
cushion or with fine cashmere wool on the reverse. It carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

16620 cushion; fawn light shadow fox; nature, white/grey; 50x50 cm
18107 cushion; fawn light shadow fox/back wool; nature, white/grey; 50x50 cm
19740 cushion; fawn light shadow fox/back wool; nature, white/grey; 50x30 cm

Pure luxury – the noble fox blanket / throw is impressive with its thick fur as well as
an exclusive rich contrast of natural colours. It gives an accent to the world of living
rooms and bedrooms. The fox fur carries the SAGA label. This includes
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm / 140 x 200 cm and
in special sizes on request.

18909 plaid; Fawn Light Shadow fox fully fur lightly; nature; white/grey; 130x200 cm
16568 plaid; Fawn Light Shadow fox Cavalli-optics; nature; white/grey; 130x180cm

real fur fox Golden Island

19679 pom pom; golden Iceland fox fur with leather strap; nature; red brown nature;
9cm

14078 cushion; Golden Island fox/back cashmere/wool; nature; gold/white; 50x50cm

Pure luxury – the elegant fox fur blanket / throw is impressive with its thick fur as
well as an exclusive rich contrast of natural golden tones. It accents every interior.
The fox fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm / 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes on
request.

17255 plaid; Golden Island fox; nature; gold/white; 130x180 cm
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real fur fox Golden Island

14333 plaid; Golden Island fox Cavalli-optics; nature; gold/white; 140x200cm

real fur fox Golden Island
17163 cushion; Golden Island fox; nature; gold/white; 40x40cm

Pure luxury – the stunning blanket / throw made of Golden Island Fox fur is
impressive with its wonderful thick fur as well as an exclusive contrasting
appearance. The blanket gives an elegant accent to every room. We guarantee
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in special
sizes on request .

19970 plaid; Golden Island fox patch; nature; white/gold; 130x180cm

Pure luxury – the stunning blanket / throw made of Golden Island Fox fur is
impressive with its wonderful thick fur as well as an exclusive contrasting
appearance. The blanket gives an elegant accent to every room. We guarantee
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in special
sizes on request .

13623 plaid; Golden Island fox sides; nature; gold/white; 130x180cm

real fur Redfox
These slippers have feel-good factor. The red brown chestnut fur brings cosy
warmth on your feet and let the slippers gleam in a beautiful shimmering red brown.
The slippers are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

11607 slippers; fox; nature; redbrown; S
11608 slippers; fox; nature; redbrown; M
11609 slippers; fox; nature; redbrown; L

An enchanting accessory out of chestnut fur. Due to the red brown natural colour of
the real fur, the pendant refines every handbag and key ring, turning it into a
luxurious object.

18491 heart; red fox fur; nature; red brown nature; -
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11697 muff; fox; nature; red brown nature; -

An enchanting accessory out of chestnut fur. Due to the red brown natural colour of
the real fur, the pendant refines every handbag and key ring, turning it into a
luxurious object.

19372 pom pom; red fox fur; nature; red brown nature; -

The shimmering red fox fur cushion is an enviably eye-catcher, which makes all the
other cushions pale beside it. The cushion turns every sofa or bed into a highlight
in your home. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without
a filling. Cushions in the size 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of duck and
goose-feathers.

11563 cushion; fox-fur; nature, nature red; 40x40 cm
11610 cushion; fox-fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; redbrown; 40x40 cm
11562 cushion; fox-fur; nature, nature red; 50x50 cm
11611 cushion; fox-fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; redbrown; 50x50 cm

This amazing red fox fur throw lends every room a certain elegance. The throw with
its red brown colour is very classy and perfectly suited to comfortable evenings in
front of the fire place. The throw is available in the sizes 140x200 cm, 240x200 cm
and 260x240 cm.

12919 plaid; fox fur; nature; redbrown;130x180cm
10985 plaid; Redfox fur; nature; redbrown; 140x200cm

Thanks to the red brown natural colour of the chestnut fur, the hot water bottle
gives off pure warmth and well-being merely on sight. The soft fur of the chestnut
creates an pleasant feeling on the skin. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume
of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verifies by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11586 hot water bottle; fox; natur; redbrown; 1,85 l

The perfect gift for fur and accessory lovers. The decorative tail of the Red Fox
gives your handbags that certain something. This pendant can also stylishly
gentrify pieces of clothing. The natural fur shines a wonderful red-brown and is
especially soft and fluffy.

17035 tail; fox; nature; red brown; L
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The exclusive handbag with wide leather straps is a must have for every stylish and
fashion conscious woman. The shoulder bag is made in Germany out of the shiny
red-brown fur of the German Red Fox. The fur is very soft and glossy and
fashionably gentrifies every outfit.

14204 bag leather belt wide; red fox; nature; redbrown; 54x45 cm

14205 bag little; red fox; nature; redbrown nature; -

16418 bag small with leather belt; redfox; nature; redbrown; 13x22 cm

16419 bag small/leather belt wide; redfox; nature; redbrown nature; 45x40 cm

real fur Redfox
The blanket / throw out of dark brown Red Fox fur is soft, fluffy and skin-friendly. It
is ideal for cosy winter evenings together in front of an open fire on the sofa. The
warm blanket gives a feeling of rest and relaxation. The blanket / throw can be
effectively and decoratively used in every interior and dignifies every room with an
element of luxury. The Red Fox Fur comes in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in special
sizes on request.

19278 plaid; fox fur; colored; brown;130x180cm

real fur fox Blue Frost

17716 fur; blue frost fox; nature; black/silver; -
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Pure luxury – the Blue Frost Fox fur stands out due to its wonderful silver
shimmering surface. The fur’s appearance gives a strong accent to your interior. It
is an exclusive one off. The cushion is offered as either a full fur cushion or with
fine cashmere wool on the reverse. The fur carries the SAGA label. This includes
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing.

14680 cushion; blue frost fox fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; black/silver; 50x50 cm
19078 cushion; blue frost fox fu; nature; black/silver; 50x50 cm

The luxurious blanket / throw made out of Blue Frost Fox fur stands out due to its
wonderful silver shimmering surface. The fur’s appearance gives a strong accent to
your interior. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm / 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes.
The fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations
with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

18439 plaid; blue frost fox fur cavalli-optics; nature; black/silver; 130x180 cm
17377 plaid; blue frost fox fur; nature; black/silver; 140x200 cm

16958 tail; blue frost fox; nature; black/silver; XL

real fur fox Blue Frost
Pure luxury – the super soft warming cushion out of highest quality and bleached “
Blue Frost Fox fur is an exclusive, cuddly individual piece for your home. It is
suitable as an elegant and unique decorative cushion in Living or business areas
as well as a favourite cushion in the bedroom.

12805 cushion; blue frost fox fur patch; decolor; beige/brown; 40x40cm

The highest furrier art supplies luxury to fall in love with - this soft and cuddly
blanket / throw out of real Blue Frost Fox fur sides stands out due to with its
wonderful fur as well as an exclusive contrasting appearance. The patch-work like
surface is especially fluffy and woolly. It adds a stylish accent to every interior
design. This made in Germany blanket / throw comes in sizes 130 x 180 cm and
special sizes on request.

18729 plaid; blue frost fox fur patch; decolore; ecru/beige; 130x180cm

18023 plaid; blue frost fox patch; decolor; platin/beige; 130x180 cm
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The highest furrier art supplies luxury to fall in love with - this soft and cuddly
blanket / throw out of real Blue Frost Fox fur sides stands out due to with its
wonderful fur as well as an exclusive contrasting appearance. The patch-work like
surface is especially fluffy and woolly. It adds a stylish accent to every interior
design. This made in Germany blanket / throw comes in sizes 130 x 180 cm and
special sizes on request.

18024 plaid; blue frost fur patch; decolor; camel; 130x180cm

real fur fox Blue Frost
This fine, soft skin-friendly blanket / throw out of 100% cashmere with a unique
border of Blue Frost Fox fur could become your favourite piece. The combination of
the smooth elegant sheen of the cashmere wool interplayed with the silky hair of
the fox fur is an eye-catcher in every interior design. The high quality blanket /
throw invites you to relax. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm.

18765 plaid; 100% cashmere; bluefrost fox border; ecru/beige; 130x180 cm

This fine, soft skin-friendly blanket / throw out of 100% cashmere with a unique
border of Blue Frost Fox fur could become your favourite piece. The combination of
the smooth elegant sheen of the cashmere wool interplayed with the silky hair of
the fox fur is an eye-catcher in every interior design. The high quality blanket /
throw invites you to relax. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm.

18820 plaid; 100% cashmere; bluefrost fox border; terra/beige; 130x180 cm

real fur Bluefox

20011 plaid; blue fox fur sides; coloured; mexico; 130x180 cm

real fur Bluefox

19676 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; black; 9cm
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19672 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; dark grey; 9cm

19671 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; light grey; 9cm

19677 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; blue; 9cm

19674 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; camel; 9cm

19675 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; dark brown; 9cm

19678 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; dark green; 9cm

20066 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; red; 9cm
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19670 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; pink; 9cm

19673 pom pom; fox fur with leather strap; colored; light pink; 9cm

19398 cushion; blue-fox; colored; black; back side cashmere/woll; 60x40 cm

19710 plaid; blue fox fur sides; coloured; ecru; 130x180 cm

12823 plaid; blue fox fur patch; coloured; black; 130x180 cm
18171 plaid; blue fox fur sides; coloured; black; 130x180 cm

19599 plaid; blue fox fur sides; colored; camel; 130x180 cm
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19714 plaid; blue fox fur sides; coloured; caramel; 130x180 cm

19708 plaid; blue fox fur sides; coloured; mexico; 130x180 cm

real fur Shadow Blue Frost Fox
The shimmering red fox fur cushion is an enviably eye-catcher, which makes all the
other cushions pale beside it. The cushion turns every sofa or bed into a highlight
in your home. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without
a filling. Cushions in the size 80x80 cm are sent with a filling of duck and
goose-feathers.

13618 cushion; shadow blue frost fox fur side; nature; white/grey; 40x40 cm
13427 cushion; shadow blue frost fox fur side; nature; white/grey; 50x50 cm

17207 plaid; shadow blue frost fox fur side; nature; white; 130x180 cm

13425 plaid; shadow blue frost fox fur patch; nature; white/grey; 130x180cm

real fur Silverfox

19963 fur; silver-fox fur SAGA; nature; grey/black
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Pure luxury – this high quality silky soft cushion out of silver fox fur stands out due
to its natural, silver-grey extravagant colouring. This cushion comes with the option
of the reverse in fine cashmere wool. The fur carries the SAGA label. This includes
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing.

17683 cushion; silver-fox fur/backside cashmere/wool; nature; black/silver; 50x50 cm
18484 cushion; silverfox; nature; black/silver; 50x50 cm

18437 plaid; silver-fox fur Cavalli-optics; nature; black/silver; 130x180 cm
18427 plaid; silver-fox fur; nature; black/silver; 130x180 cm
18762 plaid; silver-fox fur nature; Patch; black/silver; 130x180 cm
17591 plaid; silver-fox fur Cavalli-Optics; nature; black/silver; 140x200 cm

real fur Silverfox

19814 cushion; silver fox fur patch/back cashmere/wool; decolor; beige/brown;
50x50cm

Enviable luxury – the wonderfully warm blanket / throw out of dyed silver fox fur
sides stands out due to its unique contrasting appearance and the interesting
colouring. The fluffy fur blanket with its elegant shimmer gives each interior an
element of elegance and extravagance. First class quality and the highest furrier art
bring together an exceptionally good result. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in
special sizes on request .

19707 plaid; silver fox fur flanks; colored; blue jeans; 130x180cm

Enviable luxury – the wonderfully warm patchwork blanket / throw out of silver fox
fur stands out due to its unique contracting appearance and the shiny silver-grey
surface. The fluffy fur blanket with its elegant shimmer gives each interior an
element of elegance and extravagance. First class quality and the highest furrier art
bring together an exceptionally good result. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in
special sizes on request .

19918 plaid; silver-fox fur nature; Patch; decolor; beige/brown; 130x180 cm

Enviable luxury – the wonderfully warm blanket / throw out of dyed silver fox fur
sides stands out due to its unique contrasting appearance and the interesting
colouring. The fluffy fur blanket with its elegant shimmer gives each interior an
element of elegance and extravagance. First class quality and the highest furrier art
bring together an exceptionally good result. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm and in
special sizes on request .

19716 plaid; silver fox fur flanks; colored; chestnut; 130x180cm
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real fur Silverfox
This fine, soft, skin-friendly blanket / throw out of 100% cashmere with a unique
silver fox border could become your new favourite. The combination of the smooth
elegant sheen of the cashmere wool interplayed with the silky hair of the fox fur is
an eye-catcher in every interior design. The high quality blanket / throw invites you
to relax. Available in sizes 130 x 180 cm.

17972 plaid, 100% cashmere; silverfox fur border; grey/black-grey; 130x180 cm

The fine, pleasant warming blanket / throw out of 100% soft lambs wool decorated
with a unique and exclusive silver fox patch-work fur border. The combination of
the smooth light lambs wool interplayed with the silky silver-grey fox fur is an
eye-catcher in every interior design. The blanket / throw is made to the highest
quality. It exudes a certain elegance and distinctiveness. Available in sizes 130 x
180 cm.

14167 plaid, 100% lamb wool; silverfox patcht fur border; grey/grey black; 130x180 cm

real fur fox Korsak
The cushion out of Corsac Fox fur is a striking accessory in both living and
bedroom areas. This wonderful natural brown fur shimmers in various colour
nuances from white-grey to beige to light caramel brown. The soft cushion is a
fantastic piece and brings a certain something to every room. Made in Germany,
this natural cushion comes with the option of the reverse in fine cashmere wool.

13319 cushion; korsak fox fur; nature; beige/brown; 40x40 cm
16717 cushion; korsak fox fur/back wool; nature; beige/brown; 40x40 cm
13318 cushion; korsak fox fur; nature; beige/brown; 50x50 cm
16716 cushion; korsak fox fur/back cashmere/wool; nature; beige/brown; 50x50 cm

A real highlight in both bed and living room areas – this exclusive blanket / throw
made out of Corsac Fox fur stands out due to its wonderful natural colour nuances
ranging from white-grey to beige to light caramel brown. The rich colour contrast
together with the pleasant, soft, light fur will make this fur blanket /throw your
favourite cosy accessory. The blanket / throw is made in Germany and is available
in sizes 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes on request.

12759 plaid; korsakfox fur; nature; beige/brown; 140x200cm

real fur fox Arctic Marble
To fall in love with – this high quality cushion made out of the exceptional Arctic
Marble Fox fur is impressive with its very soft fine silky hair and the white-grey
shimmering surface. The delicate natural grey stripes give the cushion and
exceptionally nice unique appearance. It carries the SAGA label. This includes
compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal
welfare and careful processing.

13730 cushion; arctic marble fox; nature; white/grey; 50x50 cm
19741 cushion; arctic marble fox/back wool; nature; white/grey; 50x50 cm
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The soft fur blanket / throw of Arctic Marble Fox impresses with its very soft fine
silky hair and the white-grey shimmering surface. The delicate natural grey stripes
give the cushion and exceptionally nice unique appearance. This amazing piece
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing. The blanket /
throw is available in sizes 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes on request.

19088 plaid; Arctic Marble fox; nature; white/grey; 140x200cm
13729 plaid; Arctic Marble fox Cavalli-optics; nature; white/grey; 130x180cm
19994 plaid; Arctic Marble fox patch; nature; white/grey; 130x180cm

real fur coyote
The enchanting coyote fur slippers are a real eye-catcher. The lovely natural brown
colour of the fur let the slippers shine on every foot. The slippers are available in
the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39) and L (40-41).

12743 slippers; coyote; natur; brown nature; S
12744 slippers; coyote; natur; brown nature; M
11754 slippers; coyote; natur; brown nature; L

The perfect companion for cold days – an elegant, velvet soft coyote fur muff. This
stylish, luxurious muff made of high quality real fur is pleasantly warming. This
extravagant accessory is not only an extraordinary chic eye-catcher but also
guarantees warm hands. It is ideal as a gift for fashion and fur lovers.

13697 muff; coyote; nature; brown nature; -

The wonderful coyote cushion captivates through its extremely soft fur and its
beautiful natural brown colour. It will be an enviable eye-catcher on every sofa or
bed. Cushions in the sizes 40x40 cm and 50x50 cm will be delivered without filling.
Cushions in the size 80x80 cm will be sent with a filling of duck and goosefeathers. It would also be possible to acquire the cushion with a reverse made of
finest Italian wool-cashmere-mix.

13429 cushion; coyote; nature; nature brown; 60x60 cm
15446 cushion; coyote/back cashmere/wool; nature; nature brown; 50x30 cm
11752 cushion; coyote; nature; nature brown; 40x40 cm
14073 cushion; coyote/back cashmere/wool; nature; nature brown; 40x40 cm
11753 cushion; coyote; nature; nature brown; 50x50 cm
14592 cushion; coyote/back cashmere/wool; nature; nature brown; 50x50 cm

The rustic and timeless coyote throw is an extraordinary eye-catcher in front of the
fireplace or draped over the couch - not only on cold winter days. The fur of the
Canadian and North American coyotes is distinguished by its unique colouring and
the long hair. The back of 90% woollen and 10% cashmere material is
colour-coordinated. Design and manufacture occur solely in Germany. Special
sizes can be made on demand.

10995 plaid; Coyote Cavalli-optics; nature; nature brown; 140x200 cm
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This cuddly soft hot water bottle is made of most beautiful coyote fur and is not only
warming, but also very luxurious in appearance. It is perfectly suited to cosy
evenings on cool autumn- and winter months. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12637 hot water bottle; coyote; natur; brown natur; 1,85 l

This small shoulder bag out of real coyote is truly an eye-catcher. The soft
mid-length hair of the coyote is naturally a lovely unique brown tone. With a long
soft leather strap it is easy and comfortable to wear over the shoulder. This
practical bag is a real highlight whether with casual attire or a chic stylish dress and
for all iPhone6 fans.

16420 bag small with leather belt; coyote; nature; brown nature; 13x22 cm

This small bag out of amazingly soft natural coyote fur enhances every outfit. With
a wide leather strap it is easy and comfortable to wear over the shoulder. The
handbag is a real highlight whether with casual attire or a chic stylish dress.

16421 bag small/leather belt wide; coyote; nature; brown nature; 44x35 cm

real fur coyote
This throw could become your special and exclusive cuddly throw. The throw out of
100% finest lambs wool is decorated with a unique border of coyote fur and
measures 130 x180 cm. The thick mid-length coyote hair gives the throw an
extravagant and interesting appearance. The throw is soft and cuddly but is often
used as a decorative throw.

12788 plaid; 100% lamb wool; real fur coyote border; ecru nature; 130x180cm

real fur goat

11509 cushion; goat; nature; ecru; 40x40 cm
11510 cushion; goat; nature; ecru; 50x50 cm

11418 plaid; goat; nature; ecru; 130x180 cm;
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real fur goat
This knitted blanket / throw out of high quality Cashmere goat wool stands out due
to its subtle soft shine and lightness. It is ideal as a day rug, cosy blanket or simply
as an exclusive living room accessory. Silky feel, elegant shine and cuddly
softness and warmth are features of the feather-light blanket / throw. The blanket /
throw conveys and indescribable feeling of comfort. The blanket / throw is available
in sizes 140 x 200 cm and in special sizes on request.

19698 plaid; goat Cashmere;knitted ; nature ecru; 130x200 cm

real fur goat

12451 slippers; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; S
12375 slippers; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; M
12452 slippers; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; L

14463 slippers open; goat; printed gepard; beige/brown; 37
14464 slippers open; goat; printed gepard; beige/brown; 38
14159 slippers open; goat; printed gepard; beige/brown; 39
14465 slippers open; goat; printed gepard; beige/brown; 40
14466 slippers open; goat; printed gepard; beige/brown; 41

13741 teddy; goat; printed gepard; black/brown; -

19154 heart; goat; print gepard; brown/beige; without pearls
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11482 cushion; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; 40x40 cm
11483 cushion; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; 50x50 cm
12445 cushion; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; 50x30 cm

11536 neck cushion; goat; print gepard/back 100% linen; beige/brown; 35x20 cm

11524 plaid; goat; print gepard/back 100% linen; beige/brown; 130x180 cm

13143 cosmetic bag; goat; print gepard; beige/brown; 19x14 cm
13144 cosmetic bag; goat; print gepard; beige/brown; 28x21 cm

14185 bag/leather belt wide; goat; print gepard; brown/beige; 54x45 cm

17471 storm lamp; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; 22 cm altitude
17472 storm lamp; goat; print Gepard; beige/brown; 35 cm altitude

real fur goat
14092 slippers; goat; print zebra; black/white; S
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14093 slippers; goat; print zebra; black/white; M
14076 slippers; goat; print zebra; black/white; L

14578 slippers open; goat; printed zebra; black/white; 37
14579 slippers open; goat; printed zebra; black/white; 38

13835 teddy; goat; printed zebra; black/white; -

13743 heart; goat; print zebra; black/white; 19155 heart; goat; print zebra; black/white; without pealrs

13655 cushion; goat; print zebra; black/white; 40x40 cm
13657 cushion; goat; print zebra; black/white; 50x50 cm

real fur cow
This stool is an exclusive ornament for every interior. The small cubic seat out of
real Argentinean cow hide compliments every interior design – from rustical to
elegant. Each stool is unique.

15962 stool; cow; nature; black/white; 40x40 cm

This stool is an exclusive ornament for every interior. The small cubic seat out of
real Argentinean cow hide compliments every interior design – from rustical to
elegant. Each stool is unique.

16933 stool; cow; nature; brown/white; 40x40 cm
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12305 cow-fur; nature; white/brown; -; 14667 cow-fur; nature; black; -; -

12109 cow-fur; piebald; black/white; -; -

17046 storm lamp; cow; nature; black/white; 22 cm altitude
17047 storm lamp; cow; nature; black/white; 35 cm altitude

17033 storm lamp; cow; nature; brown/white; 35 cm altitude
17034 storm lamp; cow; nature; brown/white; 22 cm altitude

real fur zebra
A wonderful elegant shining mountain zebra skin as a carpet – a real eye-catcher in
your interior. Whether on high quality parquet or lovely stone flooring – the
exclusive and individual surface of the zebra skin offers an elegant contrast in your
living room.

12110 carpet; mountainzebra; nature; beige/black; -
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real fur mink
Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

15423 slippers open; mink; nature; ecru; 37
14810 slippers open; mink; nature; ecru; 38
15424 slippers open; mink; nature; ecru; 39
15425 slippers open; mink; nature; ecru; 40
15426 slippers open; mink; nature; ecru; 41

Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

18809 slippers open; mink; colored; black; 37
18808 slippers open; mink; colored; black; 38
17790 slippers open; mink; colored; black; 39
18810 slippers open; mink; colored; black; 40
19642 slippers open; mink; colored; black; 41

Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16461 slippers open; mink; nature; silver; 37
16462 slippers open; mink; nature; silver; 38
16463 slippers open; mink; nature; silver; 39
16464 slippers open; mink; nature; silver; 40
16465 slippers open; mink; nature; silver; 41

Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

17598 slippers open; mink; nature; brown; 37
17597 slippers open; mink; nature; brown; 38
16921 slippers open; mink; nature; brown; 39
17601 slippers open; mink; nature; brown; 40
18965 slippers open; mink; nature; brown; 41
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Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

18811 slippers open; mink; nature; caramel; 37
18154 slippers open; mink; nature; caramel; 38
16922 slippers open; mink; nature; caramel; 39
18812 slippers open; mink; nature; caramel; 40
19425 slippers open; mink; nature; caramel; 41

Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16587 slippers open; mink; nature; dark brown; 37
16588 slippers open; mink; nature; dark brown; 38
16589 slippers open; mink; nature; dark brown; 39
16590 slippers open; mink; nature; brun foncé; 40
16591 slippers open; mink; nature; dark brown; 41

Velvet soft luxury for your feet – the striking slippers out of fine mink fur are
impressive due to their extravagant design. These slippers give you the
indescribable feeling of walking on air. Available in sizes 37 – 41. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

20052 slippers open; mink; nature; sand; 37
20051 slippers open; mink; nature; sand; 38
19187 slippers open; mink; nature; sand; 39
20053 slippers open; mink; nature; sand; 40
20054 slippers open; mink; nature; sand; 41

20047 slippers open; mink; colored; light pink; 37
20048 slippers open; mink; colored; light pink; 38
19186 slippers open; mink; colored; light pink; 39
20049 slippers open; mink; colored; light pink; 40
20050 slippers open; mink; colored; light pink; 41

This striking teddy out of real mink fur is an absolute highlight in your accessory
collection. The teddy bear is extremely soft and its fur wonderfully shiny. Ideal as a
gift for both accessory and teddy lovers. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

16497 teddy; mink; nature; ecru; -
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This striking teddy out of real mink fur is an absolute highlight in your accessory
collection. The teddy bear is extremely soft and its fur wonderfully shiny. Ideal as a
gift for both accessory and teddy lovers. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

16584 teddy; mink; nature; silver; -

This striking teddy out of real mink fur is an absolute highlight in your accessory
collection. The teddy bear is extremely soft and its fur wonderfully shiny. Ideal as a
gift for both accessory and teddy lovers. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

16583 teddy; mink; nature; dark brown; -

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

15126 heart; mink; nature; ecru; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

17080 heart; mink; colored; black; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16460 heart; mink; nature; silver; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

20064 heart; mink; colored; blue; XL
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The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16874 heart; mink; nature; caramel; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16496 heart; mink; nature; mahagony; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

20065 heart; mink; nature; sand; XL

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

16892 heart; mink; nature; brown; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

19354 heart; mink; colored; rose; big

The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

19355 heart; mink; colored; red; big
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The fluffy soft heart pendant out of real mink fur is a wonderful high quality
accessory for your handbag. Either on a handbag or travel bag, belt clasp or as a
decoration in the home this heart pendant is an exclusive accessory. The mink fur
carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent regulations with
respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

20063 heart; mink; colored; light pink; XL

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19311 pom pom; mink; nature; ecru; big

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19312 pom pom; mink; colored; black; big

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19254 pom pom; mink; nature; silver; big

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19315 pom pom; mink; nature; caramel; big

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19331 pom pom; mink; nature; dark brown; big
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The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19255 pom pom; mink; nature; sand; big

The soft pompom out of high quality mink fur is a perfect fashion accessory for fur
lovers. Handbags and purses are not the only things you can enhance with this
cuddly pompom. The mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance
with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and
careful processing.

19332 pom pom; mink; nature; brown; big

This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16595 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; ecru; 40x40 cm
16592 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; ecru; 50x50 cm
15131 cushion; mink; nature; ecru; 50x30 cm
15888 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; ecru; 50x30 cm

This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

19001 cushion; mink/back cashmere; colored; black; 50x30 cm

This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16540 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; silver; 40x40 cm
16593 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; silver; 50x50 cm
20067 cushion; mink; nature; silver; 35x20cm
16477 cushion; mink; nature; silver; 50x30 cm
12642 cushion; rabbit fur; nature; nature brown; 50x50 cm
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This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

18309 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; caramel; 50x30 cm

This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16498 cushion; mink/back cashmere; nature; dark brown; 50x50 cm
16585 cushion; mink; nature; dark brown; 50x30 cm

This cushion out of mink fur radiates exclusivity. In addition the fur has an
extraordinarily wonderful elegant sheen. A really decorative cushion for every
interior design – available with an option of the reverse out of finest cashmere. The
mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with stringent
regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

20025 cushion; mink; nature; sand; 35x20cm

A piece of luxury – the blanket/throw out of high quality Mink fur does not only
decorates your bedroom area. The wonderful shimmering fur brings a touch of
elegance to living and office interiors. The blanket / throw is available in size130 x
180 cm and special sizes on request. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

16333 plaid; mink fur; nature; ecru; 130x180 cm

A piece of luxury – the blanket/throw out of high quality Mink fur does not only
decorates your bedroom area. The wonderful shimmering fur brings a touch of
elegance to living and office interiors. The blanket / throw is available in size130 x
180 cm and special sizes on request. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

18311 plaid; mink fur; nature; mahagony; 130x180 cm

Cosy warmth for your home – the luxurious hot water bottle cover out of real mink
fur is wonderfully warming and invites you to snuggle up. It is the perfect
companion on winter evenings or just an evening on the couch or a gift for good
friends who feel the cold. The hot water bottle is manufactured in Germany TÜV
approved and has a capacity of 1.85l.

16495 hot water bottle; mink; nature; ecru; 1,85 l
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Cosy warmth for your home – the luxurious hot water bottle cover out of real mink
fur is wonderfully warming and invites you to snuggle up. It is the perfect
companion on winter evenings or just an evening on the couch or a gift for good
friends who feel the cold. The hot water bottle is manufactured in Germany TÜV
approved and has a capacity of 1.85l.

16586 hot water bottle; mink; nature; silver; 1,85 l

Cosy warmth for your home – the luxurious hot water bottle cover out of real mink
fur is wonderfully warming and invites you to snuggle up. It is the perfect
companion on winter evenings or just an evening on the couch or a gift for good
friends who feel the cold. The hot water bottle is manufactured in Germany TÜV
approved and has a capacity of 1.85l.

16539 hot water bottle; mink; nature; dark brown; 1,85 l

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16581 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; ecru;

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

17081 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; black;

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16468 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; silver;

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

17300 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; brown;
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This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

18310 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; caramel;

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

16582 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; dark brown;

This high quality finished iPhone pouch out of real natural mink fur is the perfect,
pleasantly soft and really glossy accessory for your handbag and is fitted with a
spring clasp. This Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This includes compliance with
stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry, animal welfare and careful
processing.

20024 mobile bag i-Phone; mink; nature; sand;

19723 bag small i-phone with leather belt; mink; nature; caramel;

16469 bag small/leather belt wide; mink; nature; silver; 45x40 cm

real fur mink
This key fob with a tail out of real mink fur could become an exclusive addition to
your accessory collection. With fur accessories you are in trend. The pendant can
be attached decoratively to a handbag or your belt. This fur carries the SAGA label.
This includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal
husbandry, animal welfare and careful processing.

18982 key ring tail; mink; colored; black;
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The exclusive key fob out of real mink fur is especially soft. The tail is a decorative
highlight on your key ring or for example on your handbag. This unique gift is
popular with both men and women alike. The Mink fur carries the SAGA label. This
includes compliance with stringent regulations with respect to animal husbandry,
animal welfare and careful processing.

18983 key ring tail; mink; natur; silver;

16308 key fob; mink-pom-pom; colored; black; with pearls

15768 key fob; mink-pom-pom; colored; light grey; with pearls
16668 key fob; mink-pom-pom; colored; grey; with pearls

real fur mink
Give your outfit class and style by draping this unique stole out of knitted mink fur.
Its versatility and high quality can be seen with every outfit. An enviable fashion
highlight with trendy fringes. The stole is comfortable and wonderfully warming –
the mink fur pleasantly soft and really glossy.

15509 stole; mink fur knitted; colored; black; 60x180 cm

Give your outfit class and style by draping this unique stole out of knitted mink fur.
Its versatility and high quality can be seen with every outfit. An enviable fashion
highlight with trendy fringes. The stole is comfortable and wonderfully warming –
the mink fur pleasantly soft and really glossy.

19363 stole; mink fur knitted; nature; mahagony; 60x180 cm

The luxurious blanket / throw out of knitted mink fur could become your new
exclusive cuddly blanket. This living room accessory radiates cuddly softness and
warmth. Trendy fringes, also out of mink fur, decorate this blanket / throw. The
mink fur blanket / throw is suited to every interior style. The mink fur is unique –
feather light and cuddly soft with an elegant matt fur sheen. The blanket / throw is
available in size130 x 200 cm and special sizes on request.

16494 plaid; mink fur knitted; nature; ecru; 130x200cm
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The luxurious blanket / throw out of knitted mink fur could become your new
exclusive cuddly blanket. This living room accessory radiates cuddly softness and
warmth. Trendy fringes, also out of mink fur, decorate this blanket / throw. The
mink fur blanket / throw is suited to every interior style. The mink fur is unique –
feather light and cuddly soft with an elegant matt fur sheen. The blanket / throw is
available in size130 x 200 cm and special sizes on request.

17382 plaid; mink fur knitted; colored; black; 130x200 cm

19448 plaid; mink fur knitted; colored; grey; 130x200 cm

The luxurious blanket / throw out of knitted mink fur could become your new
exclusive cuddly blanket. This living room accessory radiates cuddly softness and
warmth. Trendy fringes, also out of mink fur, decorate this blanket / throw. The
mink fur blanket / throw is suited to every interior style. The mink fur is unique –
feather light and cuddly soft with an elegant matt fur sheen. The blanket / throw is
available in size130 x 200 cm and special sizes on request.

16879 plaid; mink fur knitted; nature; mahagony; 130x200 cm

real fur mink
This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with silky soft mink fur
fringes is a very special living room accessory. The trendy mink fur fringes together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

16916 plaid; 100% cashmere; mink-fur-frings; ecru/ecru; 130x180 cm

This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with silky soft mink fur
fringes is a very special living room accessory. The trendy mink fur fringes together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

18702 plaid; 100% cashmere; mink-fur-frings; grey/silver; 130x180 cm

This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with silky soft mink fur
fringes is a very special living room accessory. The trendy mink fur fringes together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

17787 plaid; 100% cashmere; mink-fur-frings; camel/nature brown; 130x180 cm
18981 plaid; 100% cashmere; mink-fur-frings; black/black; 130x180 cm
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This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with silky soft mink fur
fringes is a very special living room accessory. The trendy mink fur fringes together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

18905 plaid; 100% cashmere; mink-fur-frings; sand/stone; 130x180 cm

real fur mink
This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with a border out of silky
soft mink fur is a very special living room accessory. The mink fur border together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

14546 plaid; 100% cashmere; minkborder; ecru/ecru; 130x180 cm

This exclusive blanket / throw out 100% finest cashmere with a border out of silky
soft mink fur is a very special living room accessory. The mink fur border together
with the marked fineness and softness of the cashmere has a certain something.
The lightweight blanket / throw keeps you pleasantly warm and is fluffy to the
touch. The ideal companion for cold winter nights and cool summer evenings. The
blanket / throw is available in size130 x 180 cm and special sizes on request.

16466 plaid; 100% cashmere; minkborder; silver/grey; 130x180 cm

19205 plaid; 100% wool; with mink braid; camel; 130x180cm

20026 plaid; 100% wool; 2xmink braid; sand; 130x180cm

real fur lamb/sheep

19810 fur; woolsheep; nature; white; 100x70 cm
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19813 fur; woolsheep; colored; grey; 100x70 cm

19957 fur; woolsheep; colored; beige/brown; 100x70 cm

19812 fur; woolsheep; colored; camel; 100x70 cm

19844 fur; woolsheep; colored; taupe; 100x70 cm

19811 fur; woolsheep; colored; pink; 100x70 cm

19700 seat pad; woolsheep; nature; white; round D 40cm
19699 seat pad; woolsheep; nature; white; 40x40 cm
19931 seat pad; woolsheep; nature; colored black; round D 40cm
19930 seat pad; woolsheep; colored; black; 40x40 cm
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19846 seat pad; woolsheep; nature; colored; grey; round D 40cm
19848 seat pad; woolsheep; colored; grey; 40x40 cm

19845 seat pad; woolsheep; colored; taupe; round D 40cm
19847 seat pad; woolsheep; colored; taupe; 40x40 cm

19530 cushion; merino lamb fur med.; nature; white; 36x22 cm

18230 hot water bottle; merino lamb fur med.; nature; white; 1,85 l

real fur lamb/sheep

19553 fur; woolsheep with carrying strap; nature; white; 100x70 cm

19555 fur; woolsheep with carrying strap; colored; grey; 100x70 cm
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19554 fur; woolsheep with carrying strap; colored; camel; 100x70 cm

real fur lamb/sheep

19532 dog pillow; woolsheep fur /back nappa leather; nature; white/camel; 100x70 cm
19661 dog pillow; sheep fur shaved /back leather; ecru; 100x65 cm

19498 dog pillow; sheep fur shaved /back leather; colored; camel; 100x65 cm
19531 dog pillow; woolsheep fur /back nappa leather; colored; camel; 100x70 cm

real fur Toscana lamb

14334 plaid; lamb; toscana/backside Velour; dark grey; 135x190 cm

real fur Tibet lamb H
The most beautiful silky soft curls on the front, either fine cashmere wool on the
reverse - this cushion made of Tibetan lambskin is especially pleasant and cuddly.
The cushion with the long, soft corkscrew curls is easy to clean. Just shake it once
and its like new – fluffy soft luxury invites you to relax. It is available in different
colour variations.

19942 cushion 2x; tibet-lamb/back wool-cashmere; nature; ecru; 60x40 cm
18840 cushion 2x; tibet-lamb/back wool-cashmere; nature; ecru; 40x40 cm
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The most beautiful silky soft curls on the front, either fine cashmere wool on the
reverse - this cushion made of Tibetan lambskin is especially pleasant and cuddly.
The cushion with the long, soft corkscrew curls is easy to clean. Just shake it once
and its like new – fluffy soft luxury invites you to relax. It is available in different
colour variations.

16450 cushion; tibet-lamb; nature; ecru; 50x50 cm

The most beautiful silky soft curls on the front, either fine cashmere wool on the
reverse - this cushion made of Tibetan lambskin is especially pleasant and cuddly.
The cushion with the long, soft corkscrew curls is easy to clean. Just shake it once
and its like new – fluffy soft luxury invites you to relax. It is available in different
colour variations.

16449 cushion; tibet-lamb; nature; ecru; 40x40 cm

Extra fluffy and cuddly soft is the blanket/ throw out of Tibetan lambs wool. This
high quality blanket / throw can be decoratively draped over sofa, armchair or used
as a bedspread or blanket in the bedroom. Each interior is transformed into an
oasis of comfort. The home accessory guarantees the highest quality standards
and extravagant designs. Available in sizes 130 x 180 / 140 x 200 and special sizes
on request.

18648 plaid; tibet-lamb; nature; ecru; 130x180 cm

19590 carpet; tibetlamb; nature ecru; round; 300 cm

19724 storm lamp; tibet-lamb; nature; ecru; 35 cm altitude
19780 storm lamp; tibet-lamb; nature; ecru; 22cm altitude

real fur Tibet lamb H

18999 sample band; tibet lamb; colored; div. colors; -
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19997 stool; tibet lamb; colored; dark grey; 45x45x45cm

19999 stool; tibet lamb; colored; walnut; 45x45x45cm

19998 stool; tibet lamb; colored; raven; 45x45x45cm

19468 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; white; 40x40 cm
18481 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; white; 50x50 cm
19322 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; greige; 50x50 cm

16455 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; anthracite; 40x40 cm
16456 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; anthracite; 50x50 cm

19393 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; black; 40x40 cm
18522 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; black; 50x50 cm
19323 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; black; 50x50 cm
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19394 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; black-anthracite; 40x40 cm
19681 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; black-anthracite; 50x50 cm

19396 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; dark-grey/ grey; 40x40 cm
19417 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; dark-grey/ grey; 50x50 cm

16453 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; silver; 40x40 cm
16454 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; silver; 50x50 cm

19121 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; blue; 50x50 cm

20023 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; blue/grey; 35x20cm

19395 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; blue jeans; 40x40 cm
19416 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; blue jeans; 50x50 cm
16824 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; purple; 40x40 cm
16825 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; purple; 50x50 cm
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19120 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; camel; 50x50 cm
19345 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; camel; 50x50 cm
19618 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; camel; 40x40 cm

16457 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; mocha; 40x40 cm
16458 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; mocha; 50x50 cm
16451 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; sand; 40x40 cm
16452 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; sand; 50x50 cm

19886 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; sand/brown; 50x50 cm
18305 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; chestnut; 50x30 cm
20022 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool; colored; walnut; 60x40cm

18303 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool; colored; raven; 50x50 cm
19788 seat pad; tibet lamb; colored; raven; 40x40 cm
18841 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool-cashmere; colored; raven; 40x40 cm
18214 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; raven; 50x50 cm
18316 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; raven; 50x30 cm
20021 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool; colored; raven; 50x30cm

18315 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; darkest green; 50x50 cm
19397 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; dark-green; 40x40 cm
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18523 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; greige; 40x40 cm
19785 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; greige; 40x40cm
18304 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; greige; 50x50 cm
19118 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; greige; 50x50 cm
19119 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS wool-cashmere; colored; marrone; 50x50 cm

19369 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; powder; 40x40 cm

16761 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; red; 40x40 cm
18728 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool-cashmere; colored; red; 40x40 cm
16760 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; red; 50x50 cm

19473 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; pink; 40x40 cm
16823 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; bordeaux; 40x40 cm
18842 cushion; tibet-lamb/back wool-cashmere; colored; bordeaux; 40x40 cm
16822 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; bordeaux; 50x50 cm

19370 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; lilac; 40x40 cm
19474 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; lilac; 50x50 cm
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19371 cushion; tibet-lamb; colored; multi color; 40x40 cm

18520 carpet; tibetlamb shorted; colored; walnut; 150x300cm

20012 carpet; tibet-lamb; colored; raven; 150x300cm

real fur Tibet lamb H

19593 chair; Tibett Lamb/cow leather; ecru;
19792 chair; Tibett Lamb; ecru; w71 x h101x d80cm

real fur Tibet lamb F

19789 fur; tibet lamb; nature; ecru; animal shape 100cm long
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real fur Tibet lamb F

19940 fur; tibet lamb; colored; white; animal shape 100cm long
19960 fur; tibet lamb; colored; black; animal shape; 100cm long

19798 fur; tibet lamb; colored; silver grey; animal shape 100cm long

19904 fur; tibet lamb; colored; stonegrey; animal shape 100cm long

19899 fur; tibet lamb; colored; silver beige; animal shape 100cm long
19905 fur; tibet lamb; colored; beige; animal shape 100cm long

19900 fur; tibet lamb; colored; light pink; animal shape 100cm long

19884 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; silver grey; 40x40 cm
19883 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; silver grey; 30x30 cm
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19880 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; turquoise; 40x40 cm
19882 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; mud; 40x40 cm
19881 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; mud; 30x30 cm

19879 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; light pink; 40x40 cm
19869 cushion; tibet-lamb/BS fabric; colored; light pink; 30x30 cm

real fur Merino lamb

17515 plaid; merino lamb fur/back velours; nature; beige/camel; 135x200 cm

real fur Merino lamb

17025 plaid; merino lamb fur patch/back velours; nature; white/ecru; 140x200 cm
20074 plaid; merino lamb fur patch/back velours; colored; paloma/taupe; 140x200cm

real fur bisam

15117 plaid; bisam; colored/multicolor; green/brown; 130x180cm
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real fur sable
This cushion made out of the fur of all furs, the sable is an exceptionally exclusive
accessory. The fur of the Canadian sable is characterised by its very fine, silky
middle length guard hair. This extra soft, fluffy cuddly cushion has a backing of
100% finest cashmere wool. Whether on its own or in combination with the
matching throw – the fur with its silky matt shimmer brings a touch of elegance and
luxury to every room.

19285 cushion; sable/ back100% cashmere lining; nature; brown nature; 50x50 cm

Pure luxury – let yourself be seduced by this exclusive cuddly throw out of
Canadian sable. Sable fur is the most precious of all furs and rightly so. Its very fine
and silky guard hair makes the sable fur fluffy and pleasant to the touch. With its
silky matt shimmer this cuddly throw brightens every room. A real piece of luxury.
The throw comes with a backing of 100% cashmere wool.

19284 plaid; sable/100% cashmere lining; nature; brown nature; 130x180 cm

real fur sable
Treat yourself to a piece of luxury with this soft fluffy scarf out of knitted sable fur.
Sable is the noblest of all available furs. The scarf out of individual strands keeps
your neck warm and is also pleasantly soft on the skin. An exclusive and high
quality accessory that is indispensable to the wardrobe of the fashionable and
stylish woman. In its natural brown tones it goes with every outfit.

17022 scarf; sable; knitted; brown nature; 15x120 cm

There is hardly another lighter and cuddlier fur throw as this luxurious knitted sable
throw. It is made from individual strands which gives it an especially extravagant
appearance. The lovely fur has a matt sheen and adds that certain touch of
elegance to your interior. The fur of tsars – the sable is the most precious of all
furs. Its natural brown tones suit every interior.

17023 plaid; sable fur knitted; nature; brown nature; 130x170 cm

nappa lamb leather
The plain travel-slippers, which are made of astoundingly soft lamb nappa leather,
are a very luxury on journeys. They do not only look fashionable, but are also very
practical because the leather is very elastic, enabling the slippers to be folded into
the accompanying leather bag. The slippers are available in black and white and in
sizes 37 up to 41.

19006 travel-slipper; lamb leather; uni; white; 37
17531 travel-slipper; lamb leather; uni; white; 38
17252 travel-slipper; lamb leather; uni; white; 39
17532 travel-slipper; lamb leather; uni; white; 40
17533 travel-slipper; lamb leather; uni; white; 41
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The plain travel-slippers, which are made of astoundingly soft lamb nappa leather,
are a very luxury on journeys. They do not only look fashionable, but are also very
practical because the leather is very elastic, enabling the slippers to be folded into
the accompanying leather bag. The slippers are available in black and white and in
sizes 37 up to 41.

19007 travel-slipper; lamb leather; black; 37
19008 travel-slipper; lamb leather; black; 38
19009 travel-slipper; lamb leather; black; 39
19010 travel-slipper; lamb leather; black; 40
19011 travel-slipper; lamb leather; black; 41

14500 teddy; lamb leather; uni; black; -

14125 heart; lamb leather; uni; white;
17526 heart; lamb leather; uni; white; without pearls

12887 heart; lamb leather; uni; ecru; without pearls

14623 heart; lamb leather; black; with pearls
14624 heart; lamb leather; uni; black; without pearls
18339 heart; lamb leather; uni; camel; without pearls
18338 heart; lamb leather; uni; orange; without pearls
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This exceptionally chic cosmetic bag made of lamb nappa leather, is the ideal place
for your beauty products. The leather is extraordinary light and soft and makes it
very pleasant to handle. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes
19x15 cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm. Also available as a set the cosmetic bags are
a stylish accompaniment on any journey.

17497 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; white; 33x25cm
17495 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; white; 19x15cm
17496 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; white; 27x21cm

This exceptionally chic cosmetic bag made of lamb nappa leather, is the ideal place
for your beauty products. The leather is extraordinary light and soft and makes it
very pleasant to handle. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes
19x15 cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm. Also available as a set the cosmetic bags are
a stylish accompaniment on any journey.

18353 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; black; 33x25cm
18351 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; black; 19x15cm
18352 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; black; 27x21cm

This exceptionally chic cosmetic bag made of lamb nappa leather, is the ideal place
for your beauty products. The leather is extraordinary light and soft and makes it
very pleasant to handle. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes
19x15 cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm. Also available as a set the cosmetic bags are
a stylish accompaniment on any journey.

18281 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; olive; 33x25cm
18279 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; olive; 19x15cm
18280 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; uni; olive; 27x21cm

This plain jewel bag is made of high grade lambs nappa leather and is the perfect
place for your precious gems. The leather captivates through its extravagance and
extraordinary soft surface. The velvet ribbon with the bamboo pendant, to tie the
jewellery bag, is a special eye-catcher and makes this jewellery bag perfect.

17494 juwel bag; leather; uni; white; -

This plain jewel bag is made of high grade lambs nappa leather and is the perfect
place for your precious gems. The leather captivates through its extravagance and
extraordinary soft surface. The velvet ribbon with the bamboo pendant, to tie the
jewellery bag, is a special eye-catcher and makes this jewellery bag perfect.

18354 juwel bag; leather; uni; black; -
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nappa lamb leather

19567 cushion; lamb leather; lace; ecru; 50x30cm

12123 cushion; lamb leather; lace; camel; 50x30cm

19568 cushion; lamb leather; lace; gold; 50x30cm

nappa lamb leather
These slippers, made of finest lamb nappa leather, are perfect for journeys
because they can be folded and put into a matching leather bag. Beyond that, the
soft slippers shine with a modern “metallic effect” in gold or silver. The slippers are
available in sizes 37 up to 41.

15401 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 37
15400 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 38
15399 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 39
14864 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 40
15398 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 41

These slippers, made of finest lamb nappa leather, are perfect for journeys
because they can be folded and put into a matching leather bag. Beyond that, the
soft slippers shine with a modern “metallic effect” in gold or silver. The slippers are
available in sizes 37 up to 41.

15409 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 37
15408 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 38
15407 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 39
14867 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 40
15406 travel-slipper; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 41
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12117 teddy; lamb leather; metalic; silver; -

A

12114 teddy; lamb leather; metalic; gold; -

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

11955 heart; lamb leather; metalic; silver; with pearls
17793 heart; lamb leather; metalic; silver; without pearls

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

19499 heart; lamb leather; metalic; light grey; without pearls

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

19457 heart; lamb leather; metalic; turquoise;

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

19500 heart; lamb leather; metalic; azur; without pearls
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The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

17794 heart; lamb leather; metalic; gold; without pearls

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

18647 heart; lamb leather; metalic; bronze; without pearls

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather through which it gets an
incredibly soft surface. Both with and without the Swarovski pearl pendants
becomes the heart, along with the “metallic effect”, a gleaming accessory. As a
charming, little gift is it a wonderful proof of love at the same time.

16133 heart; lamb leather; metalic; pink; without pearls

The lamb nappa leather cosmetic bag is an exclusive travelling companion with its
trendy “metallic effect”. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes 19x15
cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm and due to that, they are perfectly suited as a set for
your beauty products on longer stays. The golden ring and the leather tassel give
the cosmetic bag a certain elegance.

13628 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 33x25cm
12716 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 19x15cm
12818 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; silver; 27x21cm

The lamb nappa leather cosmetic bag is an exclusive travelling companion with its
trendy “metallic effect”. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes 19x15
cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm and due to that, they are perfectly suited as a set for
your beauty products on longer stays. The golden ring and the leather tassel give
the cosmetic bag a certain elegance.

13744 cosmetics bag; leather; metallic; turquoise; 33x25cm
13710 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; turquoise; 19x15cm
13746 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; turquoise; 27x21cm

The lamb nappa leather cosmetic bag is an exclusive travelling companion with its
trendy “metallic effect”. The cosmetic bag is available in three different sizes 19x15
cm, 27x21 cm and 33x25 cm and due to that, they are perfectly suited as a set for
your beauty products on longer stays. The golden ring and the leather tassel give
the cosmetic bag a certain elegance.

13742 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 33x25cm
12717 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 19x14cmcosmetics bag; lamb
leather; metallic; gold; 19x15
12819 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; metallic; gold; 27x21cm
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A glamourous bag made of elegant lambs nappa leather for your favorite pieces of
jewellery. The smooth leather makes the surface of the jewellery bag very soft and
with its “metallic effect” sparkles both inside and out. The jewel bag with small
tassel is an extravagant accessory with a classy and timeless look.

12881 juwel bag; leather; metallic; silver; -

A glamourous bag made of elegant lambs nappa leather for your favorite pieces of
jewellery. The smooth leather makes the surface of the jewellery bag very soft and
with its “metallic effect” sparkles both inside and out. The jewel bag with small
tassel is an extravagant accessory with a classy and timeless look.

18327 juwel bag; leather; metallic; light grey; -

A glamourous bag made of elegant lambs nappa leather for your favorite pieces of
jewellery. The smooth leather makes the surface of the jewellery bag very soft and
with its “metallic effect” sparkles both inside and out. The jewel bag with small
tassel is an extravagant accessory with a classy and timeless look.

13666 juwel bag; leather; metallic; turquoise; -

A glamourous bag made of elegant lambs nappa leather for your favorite pieces of
jewellery. The smooth leather makes the surface of the jewellery bag very soft and
with its “metallic effect” sparkles both inside and out. The jewel bag with small
tassel is an extravagant accessory with a classy and timeless look.

12882 juwel bag; leather; metallic; gold; -

nappa lamb leather

19188 travel-slipper; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown;
19189 travel-slipper; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown;
19190 travel-slipper; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown;
19191 travel-slipper; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown;
19192 travel-slipper; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown;

37
38
39
40
41

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

19506 heart; lamb leather; snake print; white; without pearls
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The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

18782 heart; lamb leather; snake print; beige/brown; without pearls

This enchanting bag made of finest lambs nappa leather offers an especially
fashionable place for your jewellery. The leather is not only remarkably light and
soft, but also chic. The velvet ribbon and the bamboo pendant, to tie the bag give it
an extraordinary look.

18770 juwel bag; leather; printed snake; beige/brown; 18772 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; prined snake; beige/brown; 27x21cm

18773 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown; 33x25cm
18771 cosmetics bag; lamb leather; printed snake; beige/brown; 19x15 cm

leather Python
The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

19570 heart; Python; ecru/grey;

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

19572 heart; Python; black;

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

19573 heart; Python; blue/grey;
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19574 make up bag; Python; ecru/grey; 19x15 cm

The heart-pendant is made of finest lamb nappa leather and is decorated with a
fashionable snake-print. The soft leather let the pendant shine in a gleaming
elegance. It is the perfect gift for every occasion.

19575 make up bag; Python; black; 19x15 cm
19668 make up bag; Python; blue/grey; 19x15 cm

porc leather
This cushion is made of an extravagant, velvety porc velour and looks good on
every classy leather sofa. The wonderful seams in the middle give the cushion a
unique style, which is completed by the leather-tassel. The cushion is available in
the size 40x40 cm, which is delivered without a filling, and in the size 60x40 cm,
which is sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

17518 cushion; pig velours; uni; anthracite; 60x40 cm
19563 cushion; pig velours with leather fringes; uni; anthracite; 35x22 cm
17519 cushion; pig velours; uni; anthracite; 40x40 cm

This cushion is made of an extravagant, velvety porc velour and looks good on
every classy leather sofa. The wonderful seams in the middle give the cushion a
unique style, which is completed by the leather-tassel. The cushion is available in
the size 40x40 cm, which is delivered without a filling, and in the size 60x40 cm,
which is sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

17439 cushion; pig velours; uni; camel; 60x40 cm
17440 cushion; pig velours; uni; camel; 40x40 cm

A wonderful, diverse combination of velvety pork velour on the front side and pure
lambswool on the reverse, combined in this extraordinary wonderful throw. With its
fringes and seams is it not only extremely chic, but also suitable for cool evenings,
due to the lambswool on the reverse side. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

17516 plaid; pig velours/back 100% lambswool; with fringes; anthracite; 130x180cm

A wonderful, diverse combination of velvety pork velour on the front side and pure
lambswool on the reverse, combined in this extraordinary wonderful throw. With its
fringes and seams is it not only extremely chic, but also suitable for cool evenings,
due to the lambswool on the reverse side. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

17436 plaid; pig velours/back 100% lambswool; with fringes; camel; 130x180cm
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A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a
fantastically soft affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are
made of porc velour and places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has
a size of 130x180 cm.

17527 plaid; 100% lambswool; with pig-velours-fringes; anthracite; 130x180cm

A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a
fantastically soft affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are
made of porc velour and places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has
a size of 130x180 cm.

17437 plaid; 100% lambswool; with pig-velours-fringes; camel; 130x180cm

leather cowhide

19533 dog pillow; nappa leather; colored; camel; 120x80 cm

19557 plaid; nappa leather; colored; camel; 140x180 cm

goat velour leather

19561 cushion; goat velours with leather fringes; uni; camel; 35x22 cm

19562 cushion; goat velours with leather fringes; uni; petrol; 35x22 cm
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A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a
fantastically soft affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are
made of porc velour and places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has
a size of 130x180 cm.

19560 plaid; goat-suede-fringes; camel; 130x180cm

A cuddle experience in a class of its own. The fluffy lambswool makes the plaid a
fantastically soft affair and promises some cosy hours of relaxation. The fringes are
made of porc velour and places stylish emphasizes in every interior. The plaid has
a size of 130x180 cm.

19559 plaid; 100% lambswool; with goat-suede-fringes; camel; 130x180cm

goat velour leather

19712 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester with leather fringes; uni; light grey; 150x200 cm

19558 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester with leather fringes; uni; petrol; 150x200 cm

goat velour leather
A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest cashmere. This luxurious throw is not only
soft and cuddly, but the embroidery and fringes, made of beautiful goat velour,
make the plaid an enviably eye-catcher. The plaid measures 130x180 cm.

17442 plaid; 100% cashmere; with goat-velours-embroidery; ecru; 130x180cm

A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest cashmere. This luxurious throw is not only
soft and cuddly, but the embroidery and fringes, made of beautiful goat velour,
make the plaid an enviably eye-catcher. The plaid measures 130x180 cm.

17602 plaid; 100% cashmere; with goat-velours-embroidery; black; 130x180cm
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A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest cashmere. This luxurious throw is not only
soft and cuddly, but the embroidery and fringes, made of beautiful goat velour,
make the plaid an enviably eye-catcher. The plaid measures 130x180 cm.

17443 plaid; 100% cashmere; with goat-velours-embroidery; grey mel.; 130x180cm

A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest cashmere. This luxurious throw is not only
soft and cuddly, but the embroidery and fringes, made of beautiful goat velour,
make the plaid an enviably eye-catcher. The plaid measures 130x180 cm.

17445 plaid; 100% cashmere; with goat-velours-embroidery; camel; 130x180cm

A dreamlike fluffy throw out of purest cashmere. This luxurious throw is not only
soft and cuddly, but the embroidery and fringes, made of beautiful goat velour,
make the plaid an enviably eye-catcher. The plaid measures 130x180 cm.

17514 plaid; 100% cashmere; with goat-velours-embroidery; sand; 130x180cm

leather cowhide furniture

19591 table with glas plate; cow leather; ecru; diameter 55cm
19774 table; cow leather; ecru; diameter 55cm

19594 sofa; cow leather; ecru;

19592 chair; cow leather; ecru;
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leather cowhide

19987 plaid; 100% baby lambswool; duck feathers; light grey/petrol; 130x180cm

19988 plaid; lambswool-mix; guinea fowl feathers; beige/beigel; 130x180cm

leather cowhide

19989 cushion; guinea fowl feathers/BS lambswool mix; featherpiece; beige/beige;
50x30cm

feather

19986 plaid; 100% wool; emu feathers; beige/brown; 130x180cm

feather

18908 plaid; 100% lambswool; ostrich feathers; beige/brown; 130x180 cm
19943 plaid; 100% lambswool; ostrich feathers; beige/green; 130x180 cm
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18907 plaid; 100% lambswool; ostrich feathers; bordeaux/green; 130x180 cm

feather

13677 cushion; ostrich feathern/linen; border; ecru/ecru; 40x40 cm
13686 cushion; ostrich feathern/linen; border; ecru/ecru; 50x50 cm

13678 cushion; ostrich feathern/linen; border; sand/sand; 40x40 cm
13685 cushion; ostrich feathern/linen; border; sand/sand; 50x50 cm

13702 plaid; 100% cashmere; ostrich feathers long; ecru/ecru; 130x180 cm

16524 plaid; 100% cashmere; ostrich feathers long; grey/grey; 130x180 cm

13696 plaid; 100% cashmere; ostrich feathers long; sand/sand; 130x180 cm
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feather

13679 cushion; ostrich feathers/back linen; featherpiece; ecru/ecru; 40x40 cm
13683 cushion; ostrich feathers/back linen; featherpiece; ecru/ecru; 50x50 cm

13680 cushion; ostrich feathers/back linen; featherpiece; sand/sand; 40x40 cm
13682 cushion; ostrich feathers/back linen; featherpiece; sand/sand; 50x50 cm

cashmere-silk-merino coarse mesh knitting

11298 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; ecru; 40x40 cm
11297 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; ecru; 50x50 cm

19196 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; feather grey;
40x40 cm
19198 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; feather grey;
50x50 cm

15241 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; anthracite; 40x40
cm
15242 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; anthracite; 50x50
cm
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12515 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; black; 40x40 cm
12516 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; black; 50x50 cm

19195 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl;uni grey; 40x40
cm
19197 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl;uni grey; 50x50
cm

11303 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; grey mel.; 40x40
cm
11304 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; grey mel.; 50x50
cm

18236 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light grey; 40x40
cm
18237 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light grey; 50x50
cm
20008 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; blue grey; 40x40
cm
20009 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; blue grey; 50x50
cm

11307 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light blue; 40x40
cm
12071 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light blue; 50x50
cm
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11299 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; beige mel.;
40x40 cm
11300 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; beige mel.;
50x50 cm

11302 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; camel; 40x40 cm

12517 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; dark brown mel.;
40x40 cm
12518 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; dark brown mel.;
50x50 cm

15251 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; dark beige mel.;
40x40 cm
15252 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; dark beige mel.;
50x50 cm

18819 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; orange; 40x40
cm
20006 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; petrol; 40x40 cm
20007 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; petrol; 50x50 cm
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18235 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; greige; 40x40 cm
18234 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; greige; 50x50 cm

11295 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light pink; 40x40
cm
11296 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; purl; light pink; 50x50
cm

cashmere-silk-merino coarse mesh knitting
No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

11047 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; S
11048 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; M
11049 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

15188 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; anthracite; S
15189 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; anthracite; M
15190 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; anthracite; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

11042 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; S
11043 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; M
11272 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; L
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No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

11053 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; S
11054 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; M
11055 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

11044 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; S
11045 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; M
11046 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

15197 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown mel.; S
15198 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown mel.; M
15199 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown mel.; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

15200 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; S
15201 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; M
15202 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; L

No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

18015 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; orange; S
18016 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; orange; M
18017 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; orange; L
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No more cold feet! This is promised by these enchanting knitted shoes. The merino
wool and cashmere will warm your feet and the silk will give your skin a pleasant
feeling. Furthermore, the knitted shoes are a real eye-catcher with their beautiful
knitted plain look. The knitted shoes are available in the sizes S (36-37), M (38-39)
and L (40-41).

11050 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; S
11051 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; M
11052 knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; L

13040 knitted shoes/babies; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knitted; ecru.; -

12906 knitted shoes/babies; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; -

12907 knitted shoes/babies; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue mel.; -

13041 knitted shoes/babies; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knitted; beige; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16660 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; -
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A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16762 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; anthracite; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16661 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
20005 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; blue grey; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16662 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16663 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; 16784 stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16763 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown; -
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A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
20004 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; petrol; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
16664 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; -

A wonderful knitted cover for a cherry stone cushion. With the help of the wool and
the cashmere is it possible to save the warmth of the warmed up cherry stone
cushion which guarantees a longer period of effectiveness. The material used has
not only practical aspects, but also aesthetic reasons because the silk creates a
gleam and makes the cherry stone cushion a classy eye-catcher. The cushion
cover is available in the size 20x20 cm and is delivered with the cherry stone
cushion.
19525 cherry stone cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dusky pink; -

15243 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; anthracite;
35x20 cm

10576 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; light blue;
35x20 cm

10577 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; beige mel.;
35x20 cm
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10573 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; dark brown
mel.; 35x20 cm

15250 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; dark beige
mel.; 35x20 cm

10570 knitted neck cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino wool 15% silk; knit; lg pink;
35x20 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10340 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

12528 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; black; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

16962 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; dark grey mel.; 130x170 cm
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The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

19202 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; feather grey; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10306 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

20003 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; blue grey; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10342 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

15161 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; fuchsia; 130x170 cm
16963 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; syringa; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

16960 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; turquoise; 130x170 cm
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The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10307 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10373 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; camel; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

15154 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown mel.; 130x170
cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

15148 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; 130x170
cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

16961 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; hazelnut; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

15159 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; azure; 130x170 cm
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The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

20002 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; petrol; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10381 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; green; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

16835 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; pastel green; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

18231 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; greige; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

12055 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; pink; 130x170 cm

The characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, along with merino wool,
are united to an exclusive knitted fabric. Cashmere and silk make the knitted fabric
more tearproof and give the product discreet shine. The merino wool gives the
cushion a smooth softness. The throw is in stocking stitch and produces a
wonderful knit-look. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

10341 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; 130x170 cm
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This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

16994 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; white; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11308 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19200 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; feather grey; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19730 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark grey; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19199 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; uni grey; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11292 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; 1,85 l
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This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

20001 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; blue grey; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10344 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

16833 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; syringa; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12062 hot water-bottle; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; turquoise; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10305 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12261 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; camel; 1,85 l
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This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10366 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; brown melange; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15178 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

16966 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; hazelnut; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15179 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; azure; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

18011 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; orange; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

20000 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; petrol; 1,85 l
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This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19173 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark green; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

18238 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; greige; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12053 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; pink; 1,85 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10343 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; 1,8 l

This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19514 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dusky pink; 1,8 l

The junior hot water bottle was made for your offspring to enjoy high quality
material and to give the kids a velvety and cosy warm feeling. The rubber hot water
bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres is made in Germany and verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency – TÜV.

12198 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; 0,6 l
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The junior hot water bottle was made for your offspring to enjoy high quality
material and to give the kids a velvety and cosy warm feeling. The rubber hot water
bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres is made in Germany and verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12199 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; 0,6 l

The junior hot water bottle was made for your offspring to enjoy high quality
material and to give the kids a velvety and cosy warm feeling. The rubber hot water
bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres is made in Germany and verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency – TÜV.

12208 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; 0,6 l

The junior hot water bottle was made for your offspring to enjoy high quality
material and to give the kids a velvety and cosy warm feeling. The rubber hot water
bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres is made in Germany and verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency – TÜV.

12201 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; 0,6 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10378 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; ecru; 1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15180 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; anthracite; 1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10380 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; grey mel.; 1,0 l
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The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10394 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light blue; 1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10385 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; beige mel.; 1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15185 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark brown mel.;
1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15186 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; dark beige mel.;
1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12054 hot water-bottle heart 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; knit; pink; 1,0 l

The extravagant hot water bottle does not only give your skin a cosy warm feeling,
but also warms up your heart. One of the most high quality mixes has been used
for the knitted fabric, which is reflected in an extra soft and slightly gleaming
surface. The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in
Germany and verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

10379 hot water bottle heart 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; knit; light pink; 1,0 l
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cashmere-silk-merino fine knitting
A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

15240 teddy; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/knit; ecru; -

A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

14930 teddy; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/knit; grey mel.; -

A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

14929 teddy; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/knit; beige mel.; -

A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

14931 teddy; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/knit; light pink; -

This relax set out of high quality cashmere merino silk blend gives you the feeling
of relaxation and well-being. It comprises a herb filled cushion and pair of very fine
soft eye-shades. As a result, the cushion is feather light, the cashmere blend very
soft to the touch. You can relax. Through your body's heat, the compilation of six
different herbs and organic millet husks unfolds its delicate, soothing scent for pure
relaxation.

19274 relaxing-set; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; grey mel; ; 35x20 cm

This set of eyeshades out of finest high quality knitted cashmere blend is the
perfect accessory for your well-being both at home and travelling. The cashmere
eye-shades are backed with a feather light padding of quilted black satin. This
guarantees you an optimum blackout in bright rooms and a restful sleep. The
merino blend gives additional lightness and softness.

19233 eye mask set; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ uni; grey mel.;
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This luxurious travel set that is made in Europe ist he ideal companion for flights,
train travel or long car journeys. This really practical set which comprises of a
pillow, eyeshades and ribbed socks is made out of high quality cashmere blend.
The cashmere blend is smooth, soft and fluffy. Additionally the blend of merino and
silk makes it light. It has a wonderful clear knitted appearance. The set is washable.

19383 traveling kit with knitting sock; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ uni;
grey mel.;

19235 traveling kit small with knitted shoes; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/
uni; grey mel.;

A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11195 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; ecru; 1,85l

A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11235 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ uni; grey mel.; 1,85l

A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11257 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; light blue; 1,85l

A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11747 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; beige; 1,85l
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A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

16831 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; red; 1,85l

A beautiful hot water bottle in elegant fine knitted look. It not only gives the body a
deep warm feeling, but also feels sleek and soft on the skin. The hot water bottle
guarantees deep relaxation on cold winter days. The rubber hot water bottle, with a
volume of 1,85 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German Technical
Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11253 hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; light pink; 1,85l

This cute baby hot-water bottle out of fine cashmere – merino-silk blend is the ideal
gift for the young family members. The cashmere blend is skin friendly and silky
soft. The silk blend makes it light. The additional thermal and breathable properties
of the cashmere fibres are of benefit. The rubber hot-water bottle is TÜV approved
and hast a capacity of 0.6 litres.

15391 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; ecru; 0,6l
l

15392 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; light blue;
0,6l

15393 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; beige
melange.; 0,6l
l

This soft heart-shaped hot water bottle enchants everybody. The function of the hot
water bottle was taken into account as well as the charming heart form in fine
knitted pattern which creates that certain something. The rubber hot water bottle
with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11194 hot water bottle/ heart; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; ecru; 1,0 l
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This soft heart-shaped hot water bottle enchants everybody. The function of the hot
water bottle was taken into account as well as the charming heart form in fine
knitted pattern which creates that certain something. The rubber hot water bottle
with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11234 hot water bottle/ heart; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; grey mel.;
1,0 l

This soft heart-shaped hot water bottle enchants everybody. The function of the hot
water bottle was taken into account as well as the charming heart form in fine
knitted pattern which creates that certain something. The rubber hot water bottle
with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11748 hot water bottle/ heart; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; light blue;
1,0 l

This soft heart-shaped hot water bottle enchants everybody. The function of the hot
water bottle was taken into account as well as the charming heart form in fine
knitted pattern which creates that certain something. The rubber hot water bottle
with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11749 hot water bottle/ heart; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; beige; 1,0 l

This soft heart-shaped hot water bottle enchants everybody. The function of the hot
water bottle was taken into account as well as the charming heart form in fine
knitted pattern which creates that certain something. The rubber hot water bottle
with a volume of 1,0 litres, is made in Germany and is verified by the German
Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

11242 hot water bottle/ heart; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/uni; light pink;
1,0 l

This delicate heart out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. The heart is
decorated with a velvet bow that can be used to hang it up.

19273 heart/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; grey mel;

This delicate heart out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. The heart is
decorated with a velvet bow that can be used to hang it up.

19795 heart/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; beige mel; -
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This delicate heart out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. The heart is
decorated with a velvet bow that can be used to hang it up.

19796 heart/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; beige mel; -

19272 sac/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; grey mel;

cashmere-silk-merino fine knitting
This knitted throw transforms your room into a comfortable and elegant oasis. The
fine cashmere blend is especially soft and pleasant on the skin. In addition the
cashmere fibres have thermal properties and merino and silk bring additional
softness and lightness. This already beautiful knitted throw is decorated with a
Swarovski diamante band.

18341 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/strassband; ecru; 140x180
cm
19935 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/strassband; grey mel.;
140x180 cm

18342 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/strassband; light grey;
140x180 cm
18343 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/strassband; beige mel.;
140x180 cm

18344 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/strassband; greige;
140x180 cm
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This small pouch out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. This practical
accessory is decorated with a Swarovski diamante band.

18355 sac/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; strass; ecru; -

This small pouch out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. This practical
accessory is decorated with a Swarovski diamante band.

18356 sac/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; strass; grey mel;

This small pouch out of fine high quality cashmere is filled with lavender and gives
your room a pleasant perfume. Lavender is known for its calming effects and it
helps you to sleep. For these reasons the lavender heart is used decoratively in the
bedroom either hung on the bedside table or laid in the wardrobe. This practical
accessory is decorated with a Swarovski diamante band.

18357 sac/lavender; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; strass; beige; -

cashmere-silk-merino fine knitting
The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

11870 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; ecru; 130x170 cm

The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

12520 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; black; 130x170 cm

The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

12046 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; grey mel.; 130x170
cm
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The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

12523 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; light blue; 130x170
cm

The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

12521 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; beige mel; 130x170
cm
17679 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; dark beige mel;
130x170 cm

The knitted plaid is made of an enchantingly soft cashmere-merino-silk-mix. Due to
the material-mix the plaid is an ideal companion on mild summer nights. The fine
knitted cable pattern creates an extravagant look. The throw measures 130x170
cm.

12524 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; light pink; 130x170
cm

The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is
especially fluffy and radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern
gives the small blanket an extravagant appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket
for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living room throw on the sofa,
armchair or a small stool.

12304 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; ecru; 90x120
cm

The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is
especially fluffy and radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern
gives the small blanket an extravagant appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket
for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living room throw on the sofa,
armchair or a small stool.

12439 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; grey mel.;
90x120 cm

The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is
especially fluffy and radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern
gives the small blanket an extravagant appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket
for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living room throw on the sofa,
armchair or a small stool.

12303 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/cable; light blue;
90x120 cm
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The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is
especially fluffy and radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern
gives the small blanket an extravagant appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket
for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living room throw on the sofa,
armchair or a small stool.

12438 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; beige mel.;
90x120 cm

The knitted baby blanket is made out of fine cashmere-merino-silk blend. This is
especially fluffy and radiates warmth and cuddly softness. The fine cable pattern
gives the small blanket an extravagant appearance. It is the perfect cuddly blanket
for your baby and the nursery. It is also ideal as a living room throw on the sofa,
armchair or a small stool.

12302 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ cable; light pink;
90x120 cm

cashmere-silk-merino fine knitting
The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

11197 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ boarder; ecru; 130x170
cm

The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

15491 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ boarder; anthracite;
130x170 cm

The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

12525 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/boarder; black; 130x170
cm

The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

11233 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ boarder; grey mel..;
130x170 cm
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The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

11735 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ boarder; light blue;
130x170 cm

The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

11734 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ border; beige mel.;
130x170 cm

The plaid has been finished with the best materials. The merino wool creates,
along with the silk and the cashmere, a wonderful softness and a pleasant feel. The
characteristics of the two most precious natural fibres, silk and cashmere, make the
plaid very light and glossy and along with the fine knitted boarder pattern a classy
look. The throw is available in the size 130x170 cm.

11251 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/ boarder; light pink;
130x170 cm

cashmere-silk-merino jaquard knitting
Truly unique – this heavenly knitted throw with jacquard pattern gives a certain
something to your room. It is not only the trendy dots make this throw an individual
living room and cuddly accessory but also the special material blend. The throw is
made out of a really fine and high quality cashmere-merino-silk blend and therefore
has thermal properties, is very light, smooth and soft.

12483 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; w.points divers; black/ecru;
130x170 cm

Truly unique – this heavenly knitted throw with jacquard pattern gives a certain
something to your room. It is not only the trendy dots make this throw an individual
living room and cuddly accessory but also the special material blend. The throw is
made out of a really fine and high quality cashmere-merino-silk blend and therefore
has thermal properties, is very light, smooth and soft.

12484 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; w.points divers; grey mel./ecru;
130x170 cm
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cashmere-silk-merino jaquard knitting

19518 Relax cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name RELAX; grey
mel/ecru; 38x20 cm

19519 Relax cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name RELAX; dusky
pink/ecru; 38x20 cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

16720 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; grey
mel./ecru; 50x50 cm
19136 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name AMOUR; grey
mel/ecru; 35x20 cm
19340 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name LIEBE; grey
mel/ecru; 35x20 cm
19341 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name LOVE; grey
mel/ecru; 35x20 cm
19437 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name л ю Б ов ь ;
35x20 cm
12045 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; grey
mel/ecru; 50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

14568 knitted cushion; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; jaquard/name; light blue
mel/ecru; 50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

17262 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; dark beige
mel/ecru; 50x30cm
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The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

18003 knitted cushion; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; jaquard/name; dark beige
mel./orange; 50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

12215 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; beige
mel/ecru; 50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

18394 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; dark beige
mel/beige; 50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

15299 knitted cushion; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; jaquard/name; pink/ecru;
50x30cm

The cushion is made exclusively of excellent and exquisite natural fibres. The
cashmere-merino-mix makes the cushion light and soft. With the help of the silk the
product gets a shimmering gleam. Furthermore, it is also possible to knit up to 6 - 8
letters/signs into the cushion, on request. Cushions and neck-cushions in the sizes
40x40cm and 50x50 cm are delivered without filling. Cushions in other sizes are
sent with a filling of duck and goose-feathers.

12983 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; light
pink/ecru; 50x30cm

Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted blanket. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the blanket is very
light, soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit
names of up to 6 - 8 letters into the blanket, which makes the product a truly unique
designer piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

11198 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jacquard/name; grey mel/ecru;
130x170 cm
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Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted throw. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the throw is very light,
soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of
up to 6 - 8 letters into the throw, which makes the product a truly unique designer
piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

11743 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; light blue/ecru;
130x170 cm

Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted throw. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the throw is very light,
soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of
up to 6 - 8 letters into the throw, which makes the product a truly unique designer
piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

12401 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; beige mel/ecru;
130x170 cm

Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted throw. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the throw is very light,
soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of
up to 6 - 8 letters into the throw, which makes the product a truly unique designer
piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

17521 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; beige mel/dark
beige mel.; 130x170 cm

Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted throw. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the throw is very light,
soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of
up to 6 - 8 letters into the throw, which makes the product a truly unique designer
piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

15565 knitted plaid; 30%cashmere 55%merino 15%silk; jaquard/AROSA; dark beige
mel./beige mel.; 130x170 cm

Finest merino wool with exquisite cashmere and soft silk are united in this excellent
knitted throw. Thanks to the merino-cashmere-combination the throw is very light,
soft and breathable. Using the Jacquard technology it is possible to knit names of
up to 6 - 8 letters into the throw, which makes the product a truly unique designer
piece. The measures 130x170 cm.

12607 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; light pink/ecru;
130x170 cm

18717 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name;
anthracite/ecru; 90x120 cm
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19802 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name;
anthracite/grey mel.; 90x120 cm

The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and
cuddly to make them happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high
quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has thermal properties and is wonderfully
warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your name knitted into
the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.

11579 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; grey
mel./ecru; 90x120 cm

The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and
cuddly to make them happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high
quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has thermal properties and is wonderfully
warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your name knitted into
the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.

11741 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; light
blue/ecru; 90x120 cm

The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and
cuddly to make them happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high
quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has thermal properties and is wonderfully
warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your name knitted into
the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.

11622 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; beige
mel./ecru; 90x120 cm

The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and
cuddly to make them happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high
quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has thermal properties and is wonderfully
warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your name knitted into
the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.

18716 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; dark
beige/beige mel.; 90x120 cm

The really personal throw: You want to give your young ones something soft and
cuddly to make them happy? This exclusive knitted baby blanket out of fine high
quality cashmere-merino-silk blend has thermal properties and is wonderfully
warm. Due to the jacquard technique it is possible to have your name knitted into
the blanket, making the product an individual personal designer piece.

11580 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/name; light
pink/ecru; 90x120 cm
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cashmere-silk-merino jaquard knitting
The cushion is an exclusive highlight in you interior accessories. The cashmere,
merino and silk blend offers distinguished first class quality. The cashmere wool is
distinguished by its inimitable softness and warmth retention, merino and silk
through smoothness and lightness. The knitted heart gives the cushion a loving
character. Ideal as a gift for accessory lovers.

12945 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; grey
mel./ecru; 50x30cm

The cushion is an exclusive highlight in you interior accessories. The cashmere,
merino and silk blend offers distinguished first class quality. The cashmere wool is
distinguished by its inimitable softness and warmth retention, merino and silk
through smoothness and lightness. The knitted heart gives the cushion a loving
character. Ideal as a gift for accessory lovers.

15274 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; grey
mel./anthracite; 50x30cm

The cushion is an exclusive highlight in you interior accessories. The cashmere,
merino and silk blend offers distinguished first class quality. The cashmere wool is
distinguished by its inimitable softness and warmth retention, merino and silk
through smoothness and lightness. The knitted heart gives the cushion a loving
character. Ideal as a gift for accessory lovers.

12933 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; beige
mel./ecru; 50x30cm

The cushion is an exclusive highlight in you interior accessories. The cashmere,
merino and silk blend offers distinguished first class quality. The cashmere wool is
distinguished by its inimitable softness and warmth retention, merino and silk
through smoothness and lightness. The knitted heart gives the cushion a loving
character. Ideal as a gift for accessory lovers.

12946 knitted cushion; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; light
pink/ecru; 50x30cm

This exclusive knitted baby blanket does not only keep you wonderfully warm but
also your children and babies. The cashmere-merino –silk blend gives the blanket
thermal and breathable qualities, is skin friendly, feather-light, soft and smooth. The
Jacquard pattern is in addition to the high quality material a speciality of this
blanket. The knitted heart gives the cuddly throw of 90 x 120 cm a loving character.

14015 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; grey
mel./ecru; 90x120 cm
14017 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; beige
mel./ecru; 90x120 cm
14014 junior knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; light
pink/ecru; 90x120 cm
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Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19170 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart;
anthracite/white;
0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12341 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart;
black/ecru; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19171 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart;
silver/white;
0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12048 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; grey
mel./ecru; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12296 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; light
blue/ecru; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19177 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart;
turquoise/grey;
0,6l
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Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12342 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; beige
mel./ecru; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

15295 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; dark
beige mel./beige; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19180 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/
heart;orange/ecru;
0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12301 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; light
yellow/ecru; 0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19179 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/ heart; dark
green/grey;
0,6l

Natural fibres of the highest quality for kids. The small junior hot water bottle
ensures that your offspring will be surrounded by a cosy warm feeling, even on cold
winter days. Due to the heart pattern, the hot water bottle becomes a favourite
accessory of every child. It is the perfect gift for all little princes and princesses.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 0,6 litres, is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

12298 junior hot water bottle; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard/heart; light
pink/ecru; 0,6l
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cashmere-silk-merino jaquard knitting
Cashmere, merino and silk – this material blend is especially elegant and luxurious.
With its wide Jacquard border this throw is truly individual and suits every interior. It
is especially soft and gentle to the skin. Due to the use of high quality cashmere
fibres the blanket has thermal properties and warms your body unbelievably fast.

19520 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; jaquard; dusky pink/ecru;
130x170 cm

cashmere-silk-merino-knitting mink
19743 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/mink border; ecru;
140x180 cm

18745 knitted plaid; 30% cashmere 55% merino 15% silk; fine/mink border; light grey;
140x180 cm

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. Available in size 130x180cm.

19992 plaid; 90% cashmere 10% silk igloo; ecru; 130x180cm

19684 plaid; 100% cashmere; coarse knitted; ecru/light blue; 130x170 cm

An elegant 2 colour coarse knitted throw with a hand –knitted appearance out of
100% cashmere – there is on other finer and fluffier wool fibres as those of
cashmere. Pamper your skin with the indescribable softness and warmth of this
high quality cashmere wool. Due to its good warmth retention properties your body
heat is retained. The surface of the material is irresistibly soft. An absolute must for
all cashmere fans all year round.

15121 plaid; 100% cashmere; coarse knitted; beige/darkbrown; 130x170 cm
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This enchantingly knitted plain hot water bottle cover is made of finest
cashmere-merino-silk-mix and is perfectly suited to feel-good evenings. With the
help of this hot water bottle you could enjoy pure relaxation after a stressful day.
The rubber hot water bottle, with a volume of 1,85 litres is made in Germany and is
verified by the German Technical Inspection Agency - TÜV.

19685 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; coarse knitted; ecru/light blue; 1,85 l

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15083 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; ecru; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15061 stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; anthracite; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15086 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; grey mel.; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15066 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; purple; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

16424 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; marine; -
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A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15068 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; beige mel.; 15085 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; dark beige mel.; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15067 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; emerald; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

15064 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; salmon; -

A luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion with a cover out of precious
cashmere with a lovely dreamlike cable pattern. An astoundingly soft feel-good
experience. The cushion cover in the size 20x20 cm is delivered with a cherry
stone cushion, which is verified by Oeko-Tex 100.

17486 cherry stone cushion; 100% cashmere; cable; bordeaux; -

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14362 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; ecru; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14460 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; grey mel.; 130x170cm
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This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14947 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; purple; 130x170cm
18750 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; fuchsia; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

13335 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; dark beige mel.; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14951 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; beige mel.; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

18749 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; orange; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

17485 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; yellow; 130x170cm

This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14950 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; emerald; 130x170cm
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This beautiful throw is manufactured out of the king of natural fibres. Cashmere is
not only warm, but also creates a silky gleam in the product. Moreover, cashmere
is a very light product and has a “self-purifying power” which means that it is not
necessary to wash or to dry-clean the throw very often. The fashionable cable
pattern gives every room an elegant ambience. The throw measures 130x170 cm.

14537 plaid; 100% cashmere; braid; light green; 130x170cm

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14414 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; ecru; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14956 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; anthracite; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14413 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; grey mel.; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

16438 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; light blue; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14955 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; purple; 1,85 l
18752 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; fuchsia; 1,85 l
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This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

16429 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; marine; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

19207 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; royal blue

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14536 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; light turquoise; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14462 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; dark beige mel.; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14959 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; beige mel.; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

19206 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; greige mel.; 1,85 l
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This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14535 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; light green; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

14953 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; salmon; 1,85 l

This elegant hot water bottle with a knitted cover of 100 % cashmere is the ideal
companion for the cold season. The rubber hot water bottle is made in Germany,
TÜV certified and can hold 1,85 liters.

17482 hot water bottle; 100% cashmere; braid; bordeaux; 1,85 l

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

19596 plaid; 93% cashmere 7% silk bouclé; ecru; 130x180 cm

This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

19705 plaid; 93% cashmere 7% silk bouclé; light grey; 130x180 cm

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

19595 plaid; 100% cashmere; hand knitting rib; ecru; 100x130 cm
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This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

15139 plaid; 100% cashmere; coarse rib knitting; grey mel.; 130x170 cm

This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

15137 plaid; 100% cashmere; coarse rib knitting; camel; 130x170 cm

This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. The plaid has a size of 130x170 cm.

15134 plaid; 100% cashmere; coarse rib knitting; dark brown; 130x170 cm

100% cashmere fine knitting
This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

19711 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere with leather fringes; grey mel.-grey; 140x180 cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

19556 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere with leather fringes; grey mel.-camel; 140x180 cm

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. Available in size 130x180cm.

19993 plaid/cable; 80% cashmere 20% silk bouclé; ecru; 130x180cm
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100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. Available in size 130x180cm.

19990 plaid/border; 80% cashmere 20% silk bouclé; ecru; 130x180 cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

20030 knitted plaid/bag; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; ecru/grey mel.; 140x180cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

19790 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; grey mel.; 140x180 cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

20029 knitted plaid/bag; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; grey mel./tourquoise; 140x180cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

19218 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; royal blue- grey mel.-anthracite;
140x180 cm

This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

15101 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; light turquoise; 140x180 cm
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This classical knitted throw of finest cashmere in a modern variation with
colour-coordinated surround and a convenient pouch of the same material lets you
look good during your travels and at the same time offers a feeling of security.

15104 knitted plaid; 100% cashmere; 3-coloured; beige mel.; 140x180 cm

100% cashmere coarse mesh knitting
This throw is a real jewel. Cashmeres’ high quality characteristics make it soft to
handle, light weight and gives optimum warmth on cold winter days. Furthermore,
the precious wool does not scratch on the skin and makes the surface of the plaid
silky gleaming. Through the modern pattern, the plaid places stylish emphasizes in
every interior. Available in size 130x180cm.

19991 plaid/sqaure; 80% cashmere 20% silk bouclé; ecru; 130x180cm

100% cashmere knitting mink
A touch of luxury – this exclusive throw out of high quality cashmere with a mink fur
border is truly individual. Cashmere is the king amongst natural fibres hence
extremely soft and fluffy. Additionally cashmere has self-cleaning properties – it
does not require frequent washing. The coarse rib pattern gives the cuddly throw
an extravagant and sporty appearance.

19219 plaid; 100% cashmere mink border; coarse rib knitting; dark brown; 130x170 cm

100% lamb wool Swarovski
This dreamy soft throw is made of finest lambswool and emphasizes the interior
with elegance. It is a must for everybody who craves for extravagance and
glamour. The throw sparkles with the help of the Swarovski diamanté-band like a
jewel. The glittering throw is available in the size 130x180 cm.

14364 plaid; 100% lambswool; Swarovski 1 line strass; ecru/cristall; 130x180 cm

This dreamy soft throw is made of finest lambswool and emphasizes the interior
with elegance. It is a must for everybody who craves for extravagance and
glamour. The throw sparkles with the help of the Swarovski diamanté-band like a
jewel. The glittering throw is available in the size 130x180 cm.

14365 plaid; 100% lambswool; Swarovski 1 line strass; black/cristall; 130x180 cm
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This dreamy soft throw is made of finest lambswool and emphasizes the interior
with elegance. It is a must for everybody who craves for extravagance and
glamour. The throw sparkles with the help of the Swarovski diamanté-band like a
jewel. The glittering throw is available in the size 130x180 cm.

14354 plaid; 100% lambswool; Swarovski 1 line strass; grey/cristall; 130x180 cm

100% lamb wool

19982 plaid/border; 100% baby-lambswool; uni; camel; 150x200cm

100% lamb wool

19971 plaid; 100% lambswool; uni; ecru; 130x180cm

19974 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; grey mel./ecru; 130x180cm

19973 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; blue/ecru; 130x180cm

19975 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; light blue/ecru; 130x180cm
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19972 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; beige mel./ecru; 130x180cm

19977 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; petrol/ecru; 130x180cm

19976 plaid; 100% lambswool; patterned; light pink/ecru; 130x180cm

100% lamb wool

19979 plaid; 100% lambswool; piqué; anthracite; 130x200cm

19978 plaid; 100% lambswool; piqué; camel; 130x200cm

merino acrylic coarse mesh knitting

18581 knitted plaid; 50% merino 50% acrylic; brioche stitch; nature; 120x170 cm
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18583 knitted plaid; 50% merino 50% acrylic; brioche stitch; dark grey mel.; 120x170 cm

18262 knitted plaid; 50% merino 50% acrylic plat; light grey mel.; 120x170 cm

merino acrylic jaquard knitting

19587 dog cushion; 50% merino 50% acrylic; MY BEST FRIEND; camel-ecru; 100x70 cm
19588 dog cushion; 50% merino 50% acrylic; name; camel-ecru; 80x60 cm

merino jersey
A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

19511 dog; 100% merino wool; fine/knit; ecru; 26 cm
19589 dog; 100% merino wool; fine/knit; ecru; 40 cm

A soft fluffy teddy made out of high quality cashmere – merino - silk blend – the
perfect gift for accessory lovers and children. The teddy feels particularly soft and
silky. The combination of cashmere, merino and silk makes it soft and smooth. The
teddy is very finely knitted giving it a wonderful clear knitted structure.

19510 teddy; 100% merino wool; fine/knit; ecru; -

18962 hot water bottle; 100% merino wool jersey; fine; grey mel.; 1,85 l
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velvet

10984 hot water bottle/heart; velvet; step check; red; 1,0 l

velvet

12333 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; ecru; 21x14cm

12334 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; black; 21x14cm

11598 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; grey; 21x14cm

11597 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; brown; 21x14cm

12335 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; camel; 21x14cm
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14245 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; dark brown; 21x14cm

11623 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; orange; 21x14cm

11401 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; green; 21x14cm

11600 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; red; 21x14cm

11599 cosmetic bag; velvet; stepcaro/strass; pink; 21x14cm

silk lambswool
The elegant cushion is made of flexible soft silk and a real treasure. The
extraordinary lovely paisley pattern makes the cushion an enchanting piece which
lights up every interior. The cushion is available in the size 40x40 cm and is
delivered without a filling.

18540 cushion; 100% silk; paisley; black; 40x40 cm
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The elegant cushion is made of flexible soft silk and a real treasure. The
extraordinary lovely paisley pattern makes the cushion an enchanting piece which
lights up every interior. The cushion is available in the size 40x40 cm and is
delivered without a filling.

19551 cushion; 100% silk; paisley; camel-grey; 40x40 cm

The elegant cushion is made of flexible soft silk and a real treasure. The
extraordinary lovely paisley pattern makes the cushion an enchanting piece which
lights up every interior. The cushion is available in the size 40x40 cm and is
delivered without a filling.

19871 cushion; 100% silk; paisley; camel/blue; 40x40 cm

The elegant cushion is made of flexible soft silk and a real treasure. The
extraordinary lovely paisley pattern makes the cushion an enchanting piece which
lights up every interior. The cushion is available in the size 40x40 cm and is
delivered without a filling.

18619 cushion; 100% silk; paisley; green; 40x40 cm

A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres
combined with noble lambswool. The lambswool on the reverse warms excellently
and the front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights.
The paisley pattern makes the plaid extremely stylish and the fringes out of
lambswool give it a certain something. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

16368 plaid; 100% silk/100% lambswool; paisley; black/grey mel.; 130x180 cm

A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres
combined with noble lambswool. The lambswool on the reverse warms excellently
and the front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights.
The paisley pattern makes the plaid extremely stylish and the fringes out of
lambswool give it a certain something. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

19958 plaid; 100% silk/100% lambswool; paisley; light grey/mud; 130x180 cm

A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres
combined with noble lambswool. The lambswool on the reverse warms excellently
and the front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights.
The paisley pattern makes the plaid extremely stylish and the fringes out of
lambswool give it a certain something. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

19550 plaid; 100% silk/100% lambswool; paisley; camel-grey; 130x180 cm
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A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres
combined with noble lambswool. The lambswool on the reverse warms excellently
and the front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights.
The paisley pattern makes the plaid extremely stylish and the fringes out of
lambswool give it a certain something. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

19872 plaid; 100% silk/100% lambswool; paisley; camel/blue; 130x180 cm

A wonderful throw which is made of one of the most precious natural fibres
combined with noble lambswool. The lambswool on the reverse warms excellently
and the front side out of finest silk has a cooling effect on warm summer nights.
The paisley pattern makes the plaid extremely stylish and the fringes out of
lambswool give it a certain something. The throw measures 130x180 cm.

19923 plaid; 100% silk/100% lambswool; paisley; red/brown; 130x180 cm

satin
Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

10454 eye mask; satin; uni; ecru; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

10488 eye mask; satin; uni; black; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

10500 eye mask; satin; uni, brown; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

10490 eye mask; satin; uni, brown/black; -
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Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

11309 eye mask; satin; uni; beige/ecru; -; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

16899 eye mask; satin; uni; azure; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

13099 eye mask; satin; uni; military; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

11312 eye mask; satin; uni; light pink; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

13100 eye mask; satin; uni; blackberry; -

Pure relaxation – with these silky soft eyeshades out of glossy satin a relaxed
night’s sleep is guaranteed. The material is pleasant on the skin; the elastic band
can hardly be felt. These exclusive eyeshades keep all light out of the eyes. Ideal
as a gift for friends, who travel a lot or who experience restless nights. All will value
this gift.

16900 eye mask; satin; uni, aubergine; -
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This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10543 relaxing-set; satin; uni; ecru; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10533 relaxing-set; satin; uni; black; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10539 relaxing-set; satin; uni; grey; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

11617 relaxing-set; satin; uni; purple; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

12918 relaxing-set; satin; uni; turquoise; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10534 relaxing-set; satin; uni; brown; 35x20 cm
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description
This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10542 relaxing-set; satin; uni; beige; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

13101 relaxing-set; satin; uni; military; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10532 relaxing-set; satin; uni; red; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

10538 relaxing-set; satin; uni; light pink; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

13102 relaxing-set; satin; uni; blackberry; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of eyeshades and
neck cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an extravagantly
gleaming satin and invites relaxation. Through your body heat the soft pleasant
perfume from a combination of six different herbs and organic millet chaff enfolds.
Wellness at home.

15903 relaxing-set; satin; uni; aubergine; 35x20 cm
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This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13305 eye mask set; satin; uni; ecru; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13072 eye mask set; satin; uni; black; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13189 eye mask set; satin; uni; turquoise ; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13190 eye mask set; satin; uni; brown; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13192 eye mask set; satin; uni; beige ; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

17736 eye mask set; satin; uni; khaki; -
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description
This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

17735 eye mask set; satin; uni; emerald; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13103 eye mask set; satin; uni; military; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

17734 eye mask set; satin; uni; rosé; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

17737 eye mask set; satin; uni; salmon; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13187 eye mask set; satin; uni; red; -

This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

13191 eye mask set; satin; uni; light pink; -
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This useful and enchanting eyeshade set comprises of eyeshades and
accompanying case out of silky soft gleaming satin. The material is pleasant on the
skin; the elastic band can hardly be felt. The exclusive eyeshades provide optimum
darkness in light rooms and a relaxing sleep. The perfect accessory for your
well-being at home and travelling.

16242 eye mask set; satin; uni; aubergine; -

13354 cherry stone cushion; satin; uni; ecru; -

13365 cherry stone cushion; satin; uni; grey; -

13362 cherry stone cushion; satin; uni; beige; -

This wonderful, elegant clothes bag out of the finest satin is the perfect place to
keep your lingerie. It is ideal for travelling. Decorated with Swarovski diamanté give
it an extravagant appearance. The bag can be closed by the supple satin band.

19275 laundry bag; satin/motive; uni; ecru; 30x33cm

The classy lingerie bag is made of most beautiful satin and is the perfect place for
your elegant items. It is also the optimal companion on journeys. Decorated with
Swarovski diamanté-stones and bound with a soft satin ribbon, this lingerie bag has
an extravagant appearance and is an enviable eye-catcher. The lingerie bag is
28x19 cm when closed.

14380 underwear bag; satin/motive; uni; ecru; -
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satin
This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12423 relaxing-set; satin; strass; ecru; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12424 relaxing-set; satin; strass; black; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12425 relaxing-set; satin; strass; grey; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12426 relaxing-set; satin; strass; purple; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12921 relaxing-set; satin; strass; turquoise; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12427 relaxing-set; satin; strass; brown; 35x20 cm
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This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12428 relaxing-set; satin; strass; beige; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

13185 relaxing-set; satin; strass; military; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12429 relaxing-set; satin; strass; red; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

12430 relaxing-set; satin; strass; light pink; 35x20 cm

This enchanting relax-set comprises of a silky soft combination of an eye/sleep
mask and a neck-cushion and lives up to its name “relax”. The set is made of an
extravagantly gleaming satin and invites you to relax. With the help of the
endogenous warmth the beneficial relaxing medicinal herbs like lavender, hop,
orange blossom, verbena and millet chaff unfold. The cushion measuring 35x20 will
be delivered with a filling of a herbs mixture.

14651 relaxing-set; satin; strass; blackberry; 35x20 cm

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12407 eye mask set; satin; strass; ecru; -
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The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12408 eye mask set; satin; strass; black; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12532 eye mask set; satin; strass; lila; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12922 eye mask set; satin; strass; turquoise; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12410 eye mask set; satin; strass; brown; 13245 eye mask set; satin; strass/gold; brown; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12411 eye mask set; satin; strass; beige; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

14821 eye mask set; satin; strass; emerald; -
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The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

13193 eye mask set; satin; strass; military; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12412 eye mask set; satin; strass; red; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

12413 eye mask set; satin; strass; light pink; -

The eye mask set is made of most beautiful, gleaming satin and captivates through
is stylish outward appearance. It promises you some pleasant and relaxing hours of
relaxation. The eye mask is padded with a light fleece-gauze and will prevent the
annoying rays of light from rousing you from your dreams. The eye mask case is
also available with a sparkling silver or golden Swarovski diamanté-band on the
case.

13194 eye mask set; satin; strass; blackberry; 13248 eye mask set; satin; strass/gold; blackberry; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12414 stone cushion; satin; strass; ecru; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12415 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; black; -
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An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12416 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; grey; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12417 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; brown; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12418 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; beige; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
12420 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; red; -

An extremely luxurious and high quality cherry stone cushion cover measuring
20x20 cm. It is made of finest satin which reflects its unique soft feel-good
experience. Cherry stones are not only supposed to be good for alleviation of pain
when they are warm, but they can also cool and because of that cherry stones are
a real miracle cure. The cushion is also available with a glossy silver or golden
Swarovski diamanté-band. The cushion cover is delivered with a cherry stone
cushion.
13106 cherry stone cushion; satin; strass; blackberry; -

This enchanting bag made of gleaming soft satin is filled with a lavender cushion
and envelopes your senses with its fragrance. In stress situations, the lavender can
soothe your nerves and can help you to sleep. The glamourous, silver Swarovski
diamanté-band adorns the bag and turns it into a sparkling jewel. The satin bag has
a diameter of 11 c, a height of 15 cm and is delivered with a lavender cushion.

14452 sac/lavender; satin; strass; ecru; 19801 sac/lavender; satin; ecru; -
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This enchanting bag made of gleaming soft satin is filled with a lavender cushion
and envelopes your senses with its fragrance. In stress situations, the lavender can
soothe your nerves and can help you to sleep. The glamourous, silver Swarovski
diamanté-band adorns the bag and turns it into a sparkling jewel. The satin bag has
a diameter of 11 c, a height of 15 cm and is delivered with a lavender cushion.

14454 sac/lavender; satin; strass; beige; -

This enchanting bag made of gleaming soft satin is filled with a lavender cushion
and envelopes your senses with its fragrance. In stress situations, the lavender can
soothe your nerves and can help you to sleep. The glamourous, silver Swarovski
diamanté-band adorns the bag and turns it into a sparkling jewel. The satin bag has
a diameter of 11 c, a height of 15 cm and is delivered with a lavender cushion.

14455 sac/lavender; satin; strass; light pink; -

This enchanting bag made of gleaming soft satin is filled with a lavender cushion
and envelopes your senses with its fragrance. In stress situations, the lavender can
soothe your nerves and can help you to sleep. The glamourous, silver Swarovski
diamanté-band adorns the bag and turns it into a sparkling jewel. The satin bag has
a diameter of 11 c, a height of 15 cm and is delivered with a lavender cushion.

14451 sac/lavender; satin; strass; bordeaux; -

satin
This luxurious travel-set is your perfect companion on an air or train journey and
ideal on long car journeys. The high quality satin material for the eye mask, cushion
and bag gives every wearer a touch of Hollywood. The shawl is made of 100 %
finest cashmere 70% of best cashmere wool and 30% of finest silk and keeps you
pleasantly warm. The shawl measures 70x205 cm and the cushion is available in
the size 35x20 cm.

11259 traveling kit; satin; uni; ecru; -

This luxurious travel-set is your perfect companion on an air or train journey and
ideal on long car journeys. The high quality satin material for the eye mask, cushion
and bag gives every wearer a touch of Hollywood. The shawl is made of 100 %
finest cashmere 70% of best cashmere wool and 30% of finest silk and keeps you
pleasantly warm. The shawl measures 70x205 cm and the cushion is available in
the size 35x20 cm.

11263 traveling kit; satin; uni; black; 13281 traveling kit; satin/cashm/silk; uni; black; -

This luxurious travel-set is your perfect companion on an air or train journey and
ideal on long car journeys. The high quality satin material for the eye mask, cushion
and bag gives every wearer a touch of Hollywood. The shawl is made of 100 %
finest cashmere 70% of best cashmere wool and 30% of finest silk and keeps you
pleasantly warm. The shawl measures 70x205 cm and the cushion is available in
the size 35x20 cm.

13692 traveling kit; satin; uni; beige; 19281 traveling kit; satin; uni; beige;
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wool mix knitted

18784 knitted plaid; 80% wool 20% polyamide/ rabbit fur; braid; camel/; 130x170cm
18785 knitted plaid; 80% wool 20% polyamide/ rabbit fur; braid; pouder/; 130x170cm

wool mix knitted

16945 knitted plaid; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; camel; 130x170cm

17317 knitted plaid; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; powder; 130x170cm

18295 hot water bottle; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; anthracite; 1,85 l

18296 hot water bottle; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; grey mel.; 1,85 l

18480 hot water bottle; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; camel; 1,85 l
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18297 hot water bottle; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; powder.; 1,85 l

wool mix knitted
17322 storm lamp; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; grey mel.; 35 cm altitude

17319 storm lamp; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; camel; 22 cm altitude
17540 storm lamp; 80% wool 20% polyamide; braid; camel; 35 cm altitude

wool alpaka

19380 plaid; alpaca-mixed with lurex; braid optic; beige mel.; 130x180cm

wool alpaka

19955 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; rib; grey ; 130x180cm

19953 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; rib; dark beige mel.;
130x180cm
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19954 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; rib; light pink; 130x180cm

wool alpaka

19248 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; grey mel.; 130x180cm

19225 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; dark beige mel.;
130x180cm

19952 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; light pink; 130x180cm

wool alpaka

19247 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; grey mel.; 130x180cm

19224 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; dark beige mel.;
130x180cm
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19951 knitted plaid;25% alpaca 25% wool; 50% polyacryl; braid; light pink; 130x180cm

wool alpaka

17945 knitted plaid; alpaca-mixed; braid; beige mel.; 130x180cm

100% wool

19648 plaid; 100% wool; reversible cloth; anthracite/ecru; 130x170 cm

19639 plaid; 100% wool; reversible cloth; light grey/ecru; 130x170 cm

18860 plaid; 100% wool; reversible cloth; beige/ecru; 130x170 cm

19643 plaid; 100% wool; reversible cloth; sand/ecru; 130x170 cm
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100% wool

19807 plaid; 100%wool; Panama; grey mel.; 130x180 cm

100% wool

17999 plaid; 100% wool; paisley; anthracite mel.; 130x180cm

18858 plaid; 100 % wool; Paisley, grey mel.; 130x180 cm

19646 plaid; 100 % wool; Paisley, blue jeans; 130x180 cm

18870 plaid; 100% wool; paisley; terra mel.; 130x180 cm

19806 plaid; 100% wool; ornament; blue-beige; 140x180 cm
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100% wool

19702 plaid; 100% merino wool; woven; embroidery; ecru; 125x200 cm

100% wool

18988 plaid; 100% Wool; printed; beige mel./gold;130x180 cm

wool mix woven

19381 plaid; wool mix; comb; grey mel.; 130x180 cm

wool mix woven

19614 plaid Tiger; 60% merino wool; 40% cotton; beige-grey; 140x180cm
19621 plaid ornament; 60%merino wool; 40% cotton; beige-grey; 140x180cm

19620 plaid ornament; 60%merino wool; 40% cotton; beige-red; 140x180cm
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wool mix woven

19779 plaid; 80% wool 20% PA; butterfly; camel; 150x200cm

wool mix woven

19996 plaid; wool mix; straw with leather fringes; camel-ecru; 130x180 cm

80% lambswool 20% PA

19735 plaid; lambswool-mix; panama; grey/ecru; 130x180cm

19734 plaid; lambswool-mix; panama; grey/beige; 130x180cm

80% lambswool 20% PA

18891 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; ecru; 130x180cm
19875 plaid; lambswool-mix; Swarovski strass; ecru/cristall; 130x180cm
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19729 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; anthracite; 130x180cm

18892 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; grey; 130x180cm

19026 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; beige mel.; 130x180cm

18893 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; camel; 130x180cm

19925 plaid; lambswool-mix; straw; dark brown; 130x180cm

wool mix woven

19270 plaid; wool/viscose/linen; Lurex; grey/ecru; 130x180 cm
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cashmere wool mix

19524 plaid; 80% wool; 20% Cashmere; ecru; 140x180cm

19523 plaid; 80% wool; 20% Cashmere; grey; 140x180cm

cashmere wool mix

19697 plaid; geometrik 2 col.; 60% cashmere; ; 40% wool; blue/ecru; 140x180cm

cashmere wool mix

19693 plaid; Panama; 60% cashmere; ; 40% wool; grey/blue; 140x180cm

19581 plaid; Panama; 60% cashmere; ; 40% wool; beige; 140x180cm

19696 plaid; Panama 2 col.; 60% cashmere; ; 40% wool; pink/ecru; 140x180cm
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cashmere wool mix

19240 plaid with strap real leather; 80% wool; 20% Cashmere; anthrazit /dark brown;
130x180cm

19241 plaid with strap real leather; 80% wool; 20% Cashmere; grey /dark brown;
130x180cm

19242 plaid with strap real leather; 80% wool; 20% Cashmere; sand/dark brown;
130x180cm

cotton mix

19688 plaid; cotton mix; stripes; grey/blue; 130x170 cm

cotton mix

19110 plaid; cotton mix; herringbone; beige/ecru; 130x170 cm
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cotton mix

19271 plaid; cotton/viscose mix; uni; beige/ecru; 130x180 cm

cotton mix

19244 plaid; cotton mix; uni; grey/ecru; 130x170 cm

19267 plaid; cotton mix; uni; grey mel./ecru; 130x170 cm

19266 plaid; cotton mix; uni; grey mel./light grey; 130x170 cm

19066 plaid; cotton mix; uni; blue/light blue; 130x170 cm

19268 plaid; cotton mix; uni; beige/ecru; 130x170 cm
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19984 plaid; cotton mix; uni; taupe/ecru; 130x170cm

19983 plaid; cotton mix; uni; petrol/ecru; 130x170cm

linen

19887 cushion; 100% linen; uni; blue jeans; 40x40 cm

linen mix

19269 plaid; linen mix; uni; grey mel.; 150x190 cm

19228 plaid; linen mix; uni; blue; 150x190 cm

19692 plaid; linen mix; uni; royal blue; 150x190 cm
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linen

19068 plaid; 100% linen; melange; grey/ecru; 130x180 cm

100% cashmere woven

19773 plaid; 100% cashmere; woven; ecru; cm
19775 plaid; 40%cashmere 60%bamboo; woven; ecru; 130x180cm

100% cashmere woven

19541 plaid; 100% cashmere; woven; embroidery; ecru; 125x200 cm

100% cashmere woven

19694 plaid; Panama; 100% cashmere; grey/blue; 140x180cm

19695 plaid; Panama; 100% cashmere; beige; 140x220cm
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fleece 100% PES

19731 plaid; 100% micro polyester fleece; uni; ecru; 150x200 cm

19733 plaid; 100% micro polyester fleece; uni; silver; 150x200 cm

19732 plaid; 100% micro polyester fleece; uni; nougat; 150x200 cm
19924 plaid; 100% micro polyester fleece; uni; bordeaux; 150x200 cm

fleece cotton

19842 cushion; fleece cotton mix; uni; camel; 45x45cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

19843 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; ecru; 130x180 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

18899 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; grey; 160x200 cm
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The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

19024 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; light g; 160x200 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

19025 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; turquoise; 160x200 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

18902 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; cacao; 160x200 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

18901 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; camel; 160x200 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

18900 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; dark brown mel.; 160x200 cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

19023 plaid; fleece cotton mix; uni; rose; 160x200 cm
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fleece cotton

19804 cushion; fleece cotton mix with embroidery; uni; ecru; 45x45cm

The soft combination of fleece and cotton does not only look good in every
furnishings, but it also is very kind to the skin. Other positive characteristics are the
light weight, robustness and longevity. Moreover, the plaid is very good for persons
suffering from an allergy because the fibres lie close together and mites as well as
pollen do not have the possibility to nest in the narrow gaps

19803 plaid; fleece cotton mix with embroidery; uni; 130x180 cm

fleece cotton
The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19014 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed garden; ecru; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19361 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed forest; ecru-grey; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

18984 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed primavera; ecru/light pink.; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

18898 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed floral; ecru/red blue; 160x200 cm
19359 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed paisley; ecru-light pink; 160x200 cm
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The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

18854 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed floral/laces optics; grey/blau; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

18850 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed garden; grey mel.; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19054 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed ornament; grey/ blue

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19690 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed ornament; turquoise/ecru; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19069 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed flowers; beige/ecru; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19249 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed tone in tone; beige/ dark beige melange; 160x200
cm
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The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19691 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed ornament; rose/ecru; 160x200 cm

The cotton in this classy fleece makes it fluffy. The natural fibre gives the throw a
pleasant sleekness on the skin, makes it breathable and reduces the static
electricity. It not only is wonderfully warming, but also lightweight and making it a
favourite. Furthermore, this trendy throw rug measuring 160x200 cm with its
exclusive pattern offers a modern accent to every interior. The reverse is neutral.

19713 plaid; fleece cotton mix; printed Tulips; light pink; 160x200 cm

viscouse mix

19423 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; ecru; 150x200 cm

19455 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; feather grey; 150x200 cm

19222 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; anthracite; 150x200 cm

19453 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; light grey; 150x200 cm
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19451 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; camel; 150x200 cm

19229 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; nougat 150x200 cm

19454 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; orange/red; 150x200 cm

19452 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; petrol; 150x200 cm

19421 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; salmon pink; 150x200 cm

19422 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; uni; lilac; 150x200 cm
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viscouse mix

19776 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; patterned; camel; 150x200 cm
19777 plaid; 50% viscous 50% polyester; patterned ornament; camel; 150x200 cm
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